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2 JACK KELLY
Abstract. In this paper we establish Koszul duality type results in the setting of chain complexes
in exact categories. In particular we prove generalisations of Vallette’s cooperadic Koszul duality
theorem [Val14], and operadic Koszul duality along the lines of Lurie [Lur09a]. We also prove a
connective version. We conclude with some applications, including our main example, the category
of complete bornological spaces over a Banach field.
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Introduction
Background and Motivation. Derived algebraic geometry has provided significant new insights
into the theory of algebraic moduli spaces. Classical moduli spaces are often pathological and
singular but can be realised as truncations of smooth derived spaces. One tool which has proven
fundamental in derived geometry is Koszul duality. Koszul duality, at least for Lie algebras and
augmented commutative algebras, says that there is an adjunction of p8, 1q-categories
Dκ : pcdgaaugqop Õ dgla :Cˆκ
between the category of augmented commutative differentially graded algebras and differentially
graded Lie algebras over a field of characteristic zero. Moreover after forgetting the Lie algebra
structure, the underlying complex of DκpAq can be identified with a shift of the tangent complex
of A at the canonical point of SpecpAq corresponding to the augmentation of A. One can also
give conditions under which the unit g Ñ Dκ ˝ Cˆκpgq is an equivalence. The idea behind its
application to moduli theory is as follows. If m is a point of a moduli problem M one considers
the shifted tangent complex at this point TM,mr1s. This object is equipped with a canonical Lie
algebra structure which typically satisfies the assumptions such that the unit is an equivalence.
The spectrum of the Koszul dual commutative algebra to this Lie algebra can be regarded as a
formal neighbourhood of the point m. This idea is made precise by Lurie using the language of
formal moduli problems in [Lur09a].
The adjunction above actually factors through an equivalence of p8, 1q-categories
Ωκ : coCommÕ dgla :Bκ
between the categories of differentially graded coaugmented conilpotent cocommutative coalgebras
and differentially graded Lie algebras. The functor Cˆκ is obtained by composing Bκ with the
dualising functor p´q_ : coComm Ñ cdgaop. Hinich gives a geometric interpretation of this
equivalence by interpreting coalgebras as representing formal stacks.
Many moduli spaces, such as the moduli space of instantons or of Galois representations, are
naturally analytic or smooth rather than algebraic in nature. It its nascence the goal of this paper
was to develop an analogue of Koszul duality which could be applied to the study of analytic and
smooth moduli problems. The idea is as follows. Derived algebraic geometry over a ring R may
be viewed as derived geometry, in the sense of Toën and Vezzosi [TTV08], relative to the monoidal
model category ChpRMod q (or Chě0pRMod q). The category of affine spaces is opposite to the
category of cdgas, and a suitable Grothendieck topology allows one to define and study derived
stacks. The recent novel perspective of Bambozzi, Ben-Bassat, and Kremnitzer [BBK13], [BBB16],
[Bam14] on non-derived analytic geometry suggests that derived analytic geometry over a Banach
field R of characteristic 0 be viewed as derived geometry relative to the monoidal model category
ChpIndpBanRqq or Chě0pIndpBanRqq. Here IndpBanRq is the formal completion of the category
of Banach R-modules by inductive limits. One can also consider instead the full subcategory
CBornR of complete bornological R-modules. Our analytic analogue of Koszul duality relates the
categories of commutative algebras, Lie algebras, and cocommutative coalgebras internal to the
category ChpIndpBanRqq.
Before precisely outlining our results let us first review some of the extensive history of Koszul
duality. Vallette’s work on cooperadic Koszul duality [Val14] generalises previous work of Hinich
[Hin01] which interprets duality between Lie algebras and cocommutative coalgebras in terms of
formal stacks. This in turn generalises results from the seminal work of Quillen [Qui69] on ratio-
nal homotopy theory. Getzler and Jones [GJ94] have also done crucial work on Koszul duality.
Motivated by studying differential forms on interated loops spaces they in particular study duality
5for En-algebras. In the process of establishing chiral Koszul duality, Francis and Gaitsgory [FG12]
prove a general Koszul duality result in the context of pro-nilpotent p8, 1q-categories. An operadic
version of Koszul duality has been established by Ginzburg and Kapranov [GK`94]. There is also
a curved operadic version due to Hirsh and Milles [HM12]. Ching and Harper have recently proved
a spectral version of Koszul duality [CH15]. The relationship between Koszul duality and deforma-
tion theory has also been extensively studied by Kontsevich and Soibelman in [KS00] and [Kon03],
as well as by Lurie [Lur09a] and Hennion [Hen15].
Outline of Results. Although motivated by Koszul duality for bornological (or ind-Banach)
modules, we will in fact prove Koszul duality for a large class of monoidal model categories, which
also includes the category of vector spaces over a field. The model structure on ChpCBornRq arises
from a Quillen exact (in fact quasi-abelian) structure on CBornR. We introduce the notion of a
Koszul category M , which is a monoidal model category of the form RMod pChpEqq for E an exact
category, in which the techniques of Koszul duality work.
In fact we shall prove something much more general, which also incorporates, for example,
generalisations of En self-duality [GJ94]. Namely we generalise the notion of a Koszul twisting
morphism α : C Ñ P from a cooperad to an operad. We then identify an p8, 1q-category of co-
algebras over C which is equivalent to the p8, 1q-category of algebras over P. Our main theorem
is the following (Theorem 4.23).
Theorem 0.1. Let M be a Koszul category, and α : C Ñ P a Koszul morphism in M . The
bar-cobar adjunction induces an adjoint equivalence of p8, 1q-categories
Ωα : coAlg
|Kf |,α´adm
C Õ AlgP :Bα
The statement, and much of its proof, is a generalisation of the proof of [Val14] Theorem 2.1.
(1) and (2). Given a Koszul twisting morphism α : CÑ P satisfying some additional assumptions,
we consider the p8, 1q-category of algebras over the twisted dual operad of C, pSc bH Cq_. In the
case of the twisting morphism Sc bH coCommnu Ñ Lie this is of course just the p8, 1q-category of
commutative algebras. We consider the functor
Cˆα ..“ p´q_r1s ˝Bα : AlgP Ñ AlgoppScbHCq_
Our first theorem on operadic Koszul duality is the following, (Theorem 5.5).
Theorem 0.2. The functor Cˆα : AlgP Ñ AlgoppScbHCq_ admits a right adjoint Dα.
Finally we will specialise to Koszul twisting morphism κ : ScbHcoCommnu Ñ Lie. As in [Lur09a],
for an augmented commutative algebra A we relate the underlying object of the Lie algebra DαpAq
with the shifted tangent complex T0pAqr1s of A at its canonical point AÑ R (Proposition 5.6).
Theorem 0.3. Let | ´ | : AlgLiepMq ÑM be the forgetful functor. There is a natural equivalence
of functors | ´ | ˝Dα – T0r1s.
Finally prove a general theorem identifying when the unit of the adjunction is an equivalence.
As a consequence we obtain the following result (Theorem 6.7).
Theorem 0.4. Let k be a spherically complete field, g be a bornological Lie algebra over k concen-
trated in negative degrees such that each |gn| is a dual nuclear bornological. If the differentials in
|g| are Fredholm operators, then ηg : gÑ Dκ ˝ Cˆκpgq is an equivalence.
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Structure of the Paper. The paper is laid out as follows. After establishing the conventions of the
paper, in the first two sections Section 1 and Section 2 we introduce the two main ingredients of our
version of Koszul duality, namely operad theory in additive categories, and homotopy theory in exact
categories. Section 1 mainly consists of recalling foundational results from [LV12] reformulated to
work for monoidal additive categories containing certain colimits. The primary goal of this section is
to arrive at the bar-cobar construction for a twisting morphism between a cooperad and an operad.
After recalling some results about monoidal model structures on categories of chain complexes in
exact categories from [Kel18] in Section 2 we introduce the notion of a Koszul category. These
are essentially categories of chain complexes in exact categories equipped with monoidal model
structures such that Koszul duality for Kosuzl twisting morphisms works. We then give a method of
constructing such categories from pre-Koszul categories which provides a rich class of examples. We
also discuss connective Koszul categories as well as categories of filtered objects in Koszul categories
and their associated p8, 1q-categories. In Section 3 our work begins in earnest. Namely we analyize
the homotopy theory of algebras over operads in Koszul categories, focusing in particular on the
category of unital commutative algebras. For example we show how to compute homotopy pushouts
in the category of commutative algebras. Section 4 is the main event. After defining the categories
of coalgebras we consider, and studying their homotopy theory, we prove various generalisations of
the cooperadic Koszul duality of [Val14]. Then in Section 5 we prove a generalisation of Lurie’s
[Lur09a] version of operadic Koszul duality. Finally in Section 6 we give various examples of our
version of Koszul duality, including generalisations of previously known results for categories of
modules over a ring, as well as totally new results for categories of complete bornological spaces
over Banach fields. We conclude by suggesting some further directions in which this work could be
continued, such as analytic and smooth versions of chiral Koszul duality.
Notation and Conventions. Throughout this work we will use the following notation.
‚ 1-categories will be denoted using the mathpzc font C ,D,E , etc. In particular we denote
by Ab the category of abelian groups and QVect the category of Q-vector spaces. If M is
a model category, or a category with weak equivalences, its associated p8, 1q-category will
be denoted M.
‚ Operads will be denoted using capital fractal letters C,P, etc. The category of algebras
over an operad will be denoted AlgP.‚ We denote the operads for unital associative algebras, unital commutative algebras, non-
unital commutative algebras, and Lie algebras by Ass,Comm,Commnu, and Lie respectively.
Similarly, we denote the cooperads for counital cocommutative coalgebras and non-counital
cocommutative coalgebras by coComm, coCommncu respectively
‚ For the operad Ass,Comm,Lie we will denote the corresponding free algebras by T pV q, SpV q,
and LpV q respectively. We also denote by SˆpV q the commutative algebra of formal power
series on an object V .
‚ Unless stated otherwise, the unit in a monoidal category will be denoted by k, the tensor
functor by b, and for a closed monoidal category the internal hom functor will be denoted
by Hom.
‚ For symmetric monoidal categories the symmetric braiding will be denoted Σ.
‚ Filtered colimits will be denoted by limÑ. Projective limits will be denoted limÐ.
Chain Complexes. Let us now introduce some conventions for chain complexes. Let GrZpEq denote
the category whose objects are Z-indexed collections of objects of E , which we usually write as
7À
nPZEn. If
À
nPZEn and
À
nPZ Fn are two objects in this category then we set
HomGrZpEqp
à
mPZ
Em,
à
nPZ
Fnq ..“
à
nPZ
ź
i
HomEpEi, Fi`nq
If f PśiHomEpEi, Fi`nq then f is said to have degree n. We denote the subgroupśiHomEpEi, Fi`nq
consisting of degree n maps by HomnpE,F q. GrZpEq is a symmetric monoidal category where
pX‚ b Y‚qn “
à
i`j“n
Xi b Yj
If f : V Ñ V 1 is a degree p map and g : W ÑW 1 is a degree q map then one defines
f b g|VmbWn ..“ p´1qq`mfm b gn
The monoidal unit is the graded object G0pkq where pG0pkqq0 “ k and pG0pkqqn “ 0 for n ą 0.
We denote by GrZpEq the wide subcategory of GrZ where HomGrZpE,F q ..“ Hom0pE,F q, and
by GrN0pEq the full subcategory of GrZpEq on objects
À
nPZEn such that En “ 0 for n ă 0.
Definition 0.5. A curved chain complex in E is a pair pX,dXq where X P GrpEq and d P
Hom´1pX,Xq. If pX,dXq and pY,dY q are curved complexes, a morphism from pX,dXq to pY,dY q
is a morphism f P Hom0pX,Y q which commutes with dX and dY . The category of curved chain
complexes is denoted C˜hpEq.
We will frequently use the following special complexes.
Definition 0.6. If E is an object of an additive category E we let SnpEq P C˜hpEq be the complex
whose nth entry is E, with all other entries being 0. We also denote by DnpEq P C˜hpEq the complex
whose nth and pn´ 1qst entries are E, with all other entries being 0, and the differential dn being
the identity.
We also define C˜hě0pEq to be the full subcategory of C˜hpEq on complexes A‚ such that An “ 0
for n ă 0, C˜hď0pEq to be the full subcategory of C˜hpEq on complexes A‚ such that An “ 0 for
n ą 0, Ch`pEq, the full subcategory of chain complexes A‚ such that An “ 0 for n ăă 0, C˜h´pEq,
the full subcategory of chain complexes A‚ such that An “ 0 for n ąą 0 and C˜hbpEq to be the full
subcategory of C˜hpEq on complexes A‚ such that An ‰ 0 for only finitely many n.
The categories C˜hpEq also comes equipped with a shift functor. It is given on objects by
pA‚r1sqi “ Ai`1 with differential dAr1si “ ´dAi`1. The shift of a morphism f‚ is given by pf‚r1sqi “
fi`1. r1s is an auto-equivalence with inverse r´1s. We set r0s “ Id and rns “ r1sn for any integer
n.
Finally, we define the mapping cone as follows.
Definition 0.7. Let X‚ and Y‚ be curved complexes complexes in an additive category E and
f‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚. The mapping cone of f‚, denoted conepf‚q is the complex whose components are
conepf‚qn “ Xn´1 ‘ Yn
and whose differential is
dconepfqn “
ˆ ´dXn´1 0
´fn´1 dYn
˙
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There are natural morphisms τ : Y‚ Ñ conepfq induced by the injections Yi Ñ Xi´1 ‘ Yi, and
pi : conepfq Ñ X‚r´1s induced by the projections Xi´1 ‘ Yi Ñ Xi´1. The sequence
Y‚ Ñ conepfq Ñ X‚r´1s
is split exact in each degree.
Definition 0.8. The category of chain complexes in E, denoted ChpEq, is the full subcategory
of C˜hpEq consisting of curved complexes pX, dXq such that d2X “ 0.
All the constructions above restrict to ChpEq. In particular if E is a (closed/ symmetric) monoidal
category then so is ChpEq.
Let us also introduce some notation for truncation functors.
Definition 0.9. Let E be an additive category which has kernels. For a chain complex X‚ we
denote by τěnX the complex such that pτěnXqm “ 0 if m ă n, pτěnXqm “ Xm if m ą n and
pτěnXqn “ Kerpdnq. The differentials are the obvious ones. The construction is clearly functorial.
Dually we define the truncation functor τďn.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Kobi Kremnitzer for many useful comments
and conversations throughout the course of this work.
1. Operadic Algebra in Additive Categories
Before we get stuck into the homotopy theory of algebras in exact categories let us first discuss
some of the basics of operadic and cooperadic algebra in additive categories. Much of this section
is not new, and our reference is [LV12] where, unless stated otherwise, anything left unproved in
this section can be found. While the book works in the context of vector spaces, most of the
proofs work mutatis mutandis for monoidal additive categories with some mild assumptions. At
the outset let us fix exactly what we mean by a monoidal additive category for the purposes of
this paper. A monoidal additive category is an additive category E together with a unital
associative bifunctor b : E ˆ E Ñ E which commutes with colimits in each variable. We shall
assume also that E has countable colimits and kernels. The unit will be denoted k.
1.1. Σ-Modules. In the next two sections we mostly follow [LV12] Chapter 5.
1.1.1. Discrete Groups in Monoidal Categories. Let pE ,b, kq be a monoidal category with all small
coproducts, such that b commute with coproducts in each variable. We denote by kr´s : Set Ñ E
the functor which sends a set S to the object krSs “ šsPS k. If f : S Ñ T is a map of sets, then
krf s : krSs Ñ krT s is the morphism which sends the copy of k indexed by s P S to the copy indexed
by fpsq P T . Objects and morphisms in the essential image of the functor kr´s : Set Ñ E will be
called discrete.
Proposition 1.1. Let pE ,b, kq be a monoidal category. Endow Set with its Cartesian monoidal
structure. Then the functor kr´s : Set Ñ E is strong monoidal.
Proof. Let S and T be sets. Then´ž
S
k
¯
b
´ž
T
k
¯
–
ž
S
ž
T
k b k –
ž
S
ž
T
k –
ž
SˆT
k

9In particular Set Ñ E sends groups to Hopf monoids. If G is a group we call krGs the group
monoid of G in E .
If G and H are groups and H Ñ G is a morphism, then we get a morphism of group monoids
krHs Ñ krGs. We denote by IndGH : krHsMod Ñ krGsMod the functor krGs bkrHs p´q.
1.1.2. Graded Objects and Σ-Modules. We denote by krΣs the monoid in GrN0pEq defined as follows.
In degree n it is given by the monoid krΣns, the free monoid on the symmetric group in n letters.
Definition 1.2. The category of Σ-modules in E is the category of right krΣs-modules in
GrN0pEq. It is denoted Mod ΣpEq
Definition 1.3. Let M be a Σ-module. Its associated Schur functor is the endofunctor M˜ : E Ñ
E defined by
M˜pV q “ à
ně0
Mpnq bΣn V bn
The assignment M ÞÑ M˜ is functorial in a natural way. We denote the functor Mod Σ Ñ End pE ,Eq
by Sch.
1.1.3. The Tensor Product of Σ-Modules. We are going to define a monoidal structure on the
category of Σ-Modules.
Definition 1.4. Let M and N be two Σ-modules. The tensor product of M and N , denoted
M bN , is the Σ-module define by
pM bNqpnq “ à
i`j“n
IndΣnΣiˆΣj pMpiq bNpjqq
Definition 1.5. The Σ-module I is defined by Ipiq “ 0 for i ‰ 1 and Ip1q “ k.
The following can be proven as in [LV12] Section 5.1.
Proposition 1.6. pMod Σ,b, Iq is a symmetric monoidal category. Moreover if we endow rE ,Es
with its object wise monoidal structure, Sch is a strong monoidal functor.
1.1.4. The Composite Product of Σ-Modules. Operads are defined as monoids with respect to a
different monoidal structure on Mod Σ which we define here.
Definition 1.7. Let M and N be two Σ-modules. The composite product of M and N , denoted
M ˝N is defined by
M ˝Npnq “ à
kě0
Mpkq bΣk Nbkpnq
Proposition 1.8. pMod Σ, ˝, Iq is a monoidal category.
Another useful notion, particularly in the context of differentials on operads, is the infinitesimal
composite product of Σ-modules
Definition 1.9. The functor ´˝p´;´q : Mod 3Σ Ñ Mod Σ is the subfunctor of ´˝p´‘´q : Mod 3Σ Ñ
Mod Σ which is linear in the last variable.
Definition 1.10. The infinitesimal composite product functor ´˝p1q´ : Mod 2Σ Ñ Mod Σ is the
functor
´ ˝p1q ´ ..“ ´ ˝ pI;´q
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Definition 1.11. Let f : M1 ÑM2 an g : N1 Ñ N2 be morphisms of Σ-modules. The infinitesi-
mal composite of f and g, denoted f ˝1 g is the map
f ˝1 g : M1 ˝N1 ÑM2 ˝ pN1;N2q
given by the formula
f ˝1 g “
ÿ
i
f b pIdN1 b . . .b IdN1 b g b IdN1 b . . .b IdN1q
1.1.5. Operads and cooperads.
Definition 1.12. The category of operads denoted OppEq is the category of associative monoids
pP, γ, ηq in the monoidal category pMod Σ, I, ˝q. The category of cooperads denoted coOppEq is
the category of coassociative comonoids in the monoidal category pMod Σ, I, ˝q.
There is an important subtlety, in that the definition of an operad and a cooperad are not dual
relative to E . Namely, there is a fully faithful functor
coOppEq Ñ OppEopqop
which is not an equivalence in general. This is because the construction of the composite product
is not self-dual.
Proposition 1.13. The forgetful functor | ´ | : OppEq Ñ E has a left adjoint Tp´q, called the free
operad functor.
For cooperads the story is again more subtle. The category of cooperads has a full subcategory
coOpconpEq called the category of conilpotent cooperads. We will not go into details here, but
essentially it consists of those cooperads which are conilpotent when considered as comonoids in the
monoidal category pMod Σ, ˝, Iq. A cooperad C being conilpotent is equivalent to a certain filtration
of C, called the coradical filtration being exhaustive.
Proposition 1.14. The forgetful functor | ´ | : coOpconpEq Ñ E has a right adjoint Tcp´q, called
the cofree cooperad functor.
From now on we shall assume that all cooperads are conilpotent.
Definition 1.15. Let pP, γ, ηq be an operad. The infinitesimal composition map γp1q : P ˝p1q
PÑ P is given by the composition.
P˝p1qP P ˝ pI;Pq // // P ˝ pI ‘Pq
IdP˝pη`IdPq // P ˝P γ // P
Definition 1.16. Let pC,∆, q be a cooperad. The infinitesimal decomposition map ∆p1qCÑ
C ˝p1q C is given by the composition.
C
∆ // C ˝ C IdC˝1IdC // C ˝ pC;Cq IdC˝p;IdCq // C ˝ pI;Cq C˝p1qC
There is another useful tensor product on the category of Σ-modules called the Hadamard tensor
product.
Definition 1.17. If O and P are Σ-modules then we define their Hadamard tensor product by
pObH Pqpnq ..“ Opnq bPpnq equipped with the diagonal action of Σn.
If O and P are operads then their Hadamard tensor product has a natural operad structure. By
duality the Hadamard tensor product of two cooperads is a cooperad.
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1.2. Modules and Algebras Over Operads. Let us now discuss categories of algebras over
operads.
Definition 1.18. Let pP, γ, ηq be an operad in E. A P-module is a pair pN,λN q where N is
a Σ-module and λN : P ˝ N Ñ N is a morphism of Σ-modules such that the following diagrams
commute
pP ˝Pq ˝N
γ˝N

P ˝ pP ˝Nq PpλN q // P ˝N
λN

P ˝N λN // N
I ˝N η˝N // P ˝N
γN

N
There is the obvious notion of a morphism of P-modules, giving the category PMod pEq. There
is an obvious forgetful functor | ´ | : PMod pEq Ñ Mod Σ. For a Σ-module N there is a P-module
structure on P ˝N given by
P ˝ pP ˝Nq pP ˝Pq ˝Nγ˝N // P ˝N
This construction is functorial, and gives the left adjoint to the forgetful functor.
Definition 1.19. Let C be a cooperad. The category of C-comodules is coMod C ..“ pCMod pEopqqop
For Σ-modules C, denote by Cˆ˝C ..“śně0 Cpnq bΣn Cbn. If C is a cooperad then a C-comodule
is an object C of E equipped with a map ∆ : C Ñ Cˆ˝C satisfying axioms similar to the duals of
Definition 1.18.
Definition 1.20. A P-algebra if a P-module which is concentrated in arity 1. The full subcategory
of P-modules consisting of P-algebras is denoted AlgPpM q. Similarly one defines coalgebras over a
cooperad. This category is denoted coAlgCpM q
Definition 1.21. Let C be a cooperad. A conilpotent C-comodule is a Σ-module V together with
a map ∆V : V Ñ C˝V such that the composite map V Ñ C˝V Ñ Cˆ˝V endows V with the structure
of a C-comodule.
The full subcategory of C-comodules consisting of conilpotent C-comodules is denoted coMod conilC .
Let pC,∆Cq be a C-cooperad. Again this definition is equivalent to the so-called coradical filtra-
tion filtration on V being exhaustive. The full subcategory of coMod conilC consisting of comodules
concentrated in arity 1 is denoted coAlg conilC
1.3. Derivations. Typically the operads and algebras we consider will be equipped with differen-
tials. In this section we present a rather more general discussion of derivations which will prove
useful.
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Definition 1.22. Let P be an operad. A derivation of P is a map dP : P Ñ P such that the
following diagram commutes
P ˝P
γP

dP˝pId;Idq`Id˝1dP // P ˝ pP;Pq // P ˝P
γP

N
dP // N
An operad with derivation is a pair pP, dPq where P is an operad and dP is a derivation of P.
Definition 1.23. Let pP, dPq be an operad with derivation. A P-module with derivation is a
P-module pN,λN q together with a map dN : N Ñ N such that the following diagram commutes
P ˝N
λN

dP˝pId;Idq`Id˝1dN // P ˝ pN ;Nq // P ˝N
λN

P
dN // P
In particular P may be regarded as a module with derivation over itself. The following is shown
in [LV12] Proposition 6.3.19.
Proposition 1.24. Let pP, dPq be an operad with derivation, N a Σ-module, and φ : N Ñ P ˝N
a map of Σ-modules. Then there is a unique derivation on the P-module P ˝N whose restriction
to N is φ. It is given by the formula
dφ “ dP ˝N ` pγp1q ˝ IdN qpIdP ˝1 φq
1.3.1. Relative Derivations. In this section we will introduce a relative notion of derivation, and
the notion of operads and algebras with derivation over a ring with derivation. Let pR, dRq be
a commutative algebra with derivation. We may regard R as an operad concentrated in arity 1.
By an R-module with derivation, we just mean an algebra with derivation over the operad with
derivation pR, dRq. Unravelling the definitions, this is just an R-module V equipped with a map
dV : V Ñ V such that the following diagram commutes
Rb V dRbV`RbdV //

Rb V

V
dV // V
Denote by pR,drqMod pEq the category of R-modules with derivation. This category is symmetric
monoidal. If pM,dN q and pN, dN q are R-modules with derivation, then we define a derivation
dMbRN onMbRN by dM bR IdN `IdM bR dN . Then pM,dMbN q is an R-module with derivation.
An operad with derivation over pR, dRq is an operad in the symmetirc monoidal category pR,dRqMod .
Unravelling the definitions, an operad with derivation over pR, dRq is an operad with derivation
pP, dPq in RMod such that the maps I Ñ P and P ˝PÑ P commute with the derivations.
Definition 1.25. Let pR, dRq be a ring with derivation, and pP, dPq an operad with derivation over
pR, dRq. Let A and B be P-modules, and  : A Ñ B a morphism of modules. An -derivation
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from A to B over pR, dRq is a morphism D : AÑ B such that the following diagrams commute
P ˝ pA;Aq dP˝p;q`IdP˝p;Dq //
γA

PpB;Bq
γB

A
D // B
Rb V dRb`RbD //

RbW

V
D // W
In particular a P-module with derivation over pR, dRq is just a pair pA, dAq where dA is an
IdA-derivation from A to itself.
Proposition 1.26. Let V be an object of Mod ΣpRMod q and A a P-module. Let i : V Ñ A and
φ : V Ñ A be maps of R-modules, where φ is a i-derivation over pR, dRq. Let i˜ : PpV q Ñ A
denote the unique map of P-modules whose restriction to V is i. There is a unique i˜-derivation
dφ : PpV q Ñ A over pR, dRq whose restriction to V is φ. It is given by the formula
dφ “ γApdP ˝ i˜` pγp1q ˝AqpIdP ˝1 φqq
There is an important special case of this result. Let pP, dPq be an operad with derivation over
a ring pR, dRq with derivation in a category E . Let A be a P-module with derivation over pR, dRq
and let V be any object of E . Suppose α : V Ñ A and i : AÑ V are maps in E . There is a unique
induced map R b i : R b V Ñ A of R-modules, and a unique R b i-derivation dα : R b V Ñ A.
Applying the proposition again, there is a unique induced R b i-derivation PpR b V q Ñ A of
P-modules over pR, dRq, which we also denote by dα.
Corollary 1.27. Let A, B, an C be P-modules, and let A : AÑ C and B : B Ñ C be morphisms
of P-modules. Let DA : A Ñ C and DB : B Ñ C be derivations from A to C and from B to C
respectively over pR, dRq. Then there is a unique derivation D : AšB Ñ C over pR, dRq whose
restriction to A is DA and whose restriction to B is DB.
Proof. A
š
B can be constructed as a quotient of PpA ‘ Bq. There is a map of Σ-modules
DA `DB : A ‘ B Ñ C which uniquely extends to a derivation PpA ‘ Bq Ñ C. One checks
that this descends to a map A
š
B Ñ C. 
1.4. (Co)Operads in Chain Complexes. In this section we let pE ,b, kq be a symmetric monoidal
additive category with kernels, cokernels, and countable coproducts. We fix an objectR P AlgCommpChpEqq
and consider the monoidal additive category M ..“ RMod pChpEqq.
1.4.1. Derivations and Chain Complexes. Let R P AlgCommpChpEqq. Then R may be regarded as a
commutative algebra in GrZpEq equipped with a degree ´1 derivation dR which squares to zero.
Let |R|gr denote the underlying graded ring of R. Then an operad in RMod pChpEqq is precisely an
operad with derivation pP, dPq in |R|grMod pGrZpEqq over p|R|gr, dRq, such that dP is a degree ´1
map which squares to zero.
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1.4.2. The Convolution Operad. Let pC,∆, q be a cooperad and pP, γ, ηq, an operad in M , and
consider the object in GrN0ChpAbq given by
HompC,Pqpnq ..“ HomM pCpnq,Ppnqq
It is a (right) Σ module in ChpAbq. For f P HomEpCpnq,Ppnqq Σ P Σn acts on the right by
f ÞÑ Σ ˝ f ˝ Σ´1
Using the methods of [LV12] Section 6.4.1 this Σ-module in ChpAbq can be made into an operad,
called the convolution operad of C and P. Recall that to any dg-operad P there is an associated
dg pre-Lie algebra whose underlying differentially graded abelian group is
ś
nPpnq. Denote by
HomΣpC,Pq ..“
ź
ně0
HomΣnpCpnq,Ppnqq
the subobject of
ś
ně0 HompCpnq,Ppnqq consisting of Σ-equivariant maps.
Proposition 1.28. HomΣpC,Pq is a sub dg pre-Lie algebra of the dg pre-Lie algebra associated to
the convolution operad.
Definition 1.29. HomΣpC,Pq is called the convolution dg pre-Lie algebra. The binary oper-
ation is denoted ‹
1.4.3. Twisting Morphisms and Twisted Composite Products. Details for the next two sections can
be found in Chapter 11 of [LV12]. Let C be a cooperad and P an operad. We consider the
convolution operad HomM pC,Pq in ChpAbq.
Definition 1.30. A twisting morphism is a Maurer-Cartan element in the convolution dg pre-
Lie algebra HomΣpC,Pq.
Typically the twisting morphisms we consider on additive categories are induced from ones in
ChpAbq (or ChpQMod q). To this end we note the following result.
Proposition 1.31. Let D and M be monoidal additive categories and F : D Ñ M a strict monoidal
functor. Let α : CÑ P be a twisting morphism in ChpEq. Then F pαq : F pCq Ñ F pPq is a twisting
morphism.
Proof. This follows from the fact that F induces a homomorphism of convolution Lie algebras, and
homomorphisms of Lie algebras send Maurer-Cartan elements to Maurer-Cartan elements. 
Twisting morphisms allows us to construct twisted differentials on the composite products C ˝P
and P ˝ C, which we will need to construct the bar-cobar adjunction.
Let α : C Ñ P be a degree ´1 derivation over pR, dRq. Denote by drα the unique derivation on
C ˝P over pR, dRq which extends the composition
C
∆p1q// C ˝p1q C
IdC˝p1qα// C ˝p1q P // C ˝P
Denote by dlα the unique derivation on P ˝ C the unique derivation which extends
C
∆ // C ˝ C α˝IdC // P ˝ C
Lemma 1.32. On P ˝ C the derivation dα satisfies
d2α “ dlBpαq`α‹α
On C ˝P the derivation dα satisfies
d2α “ drBpαq`α‹α
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Corollary 1.33. If α is a twisting morphism then
P ˝α C ..“ pP ˝ C, dαq
and
C ˝α P ..“ pC ˝P, dαq
are chain complexes.
Finally we denote by P ˝α C ˝α P the complex whose underlying graded Σ-module is given by
P ˝ C ˝P, with differential given by dP˝C˝P ` IdP ˝1 drα ´ dlα ˝ IdP. This is called the two-sided
twisted composite product. As in [HM12] Proposition 5.1.3. a direct computation shows that
this is a complex.
Example 1.34. Let V be an object of M . The composite morphism
TcpV r1sq Ñ V r1s Ñ V Ñ TpV q
is a twisting morphism. Indeed the proof of Lemma 7.4.2 in [LV12] for more general quadratic
operads goes through here.
1.4.4. Bar and Cobar Constructions for Algebras. Let α : C Ñ P be a twisting morphism. Let us
construct an adjoint pair of functors
Ωα : coAlg conilC pM qÕ AlgPpM q :Bα
Let C be a C-coalgebra. The underlying graded algebra of ΩαC is the free algebra PpCq on C.
The differential however is augmented using the twisting morphism. Namely, it is the sum of the
derivations d1 “ ´dP ˝ C ´P˝; dC and d2, where ´d2 is the unique derivation extending the map
C
∆ // C ˝ C α˝IdC // P ˝ C
Proposition 1.35. ´d1 ´ d2 is a square-zero derivation on PpCq.
Definition 1.36. pPpCq, d1 ` d2q is called the cobar construction of A with respect to α.
Now let A be a P-algebra in E . The underlying graded algebra of BαA is the cofree coalgebra
CpAq. Denote by d1 the square zero coderivation dC ˝ IdA`C ˝1 dA. There is a unique coderivation
d2 extending the degree ´1 map
C ˝A α˝IdA// P ˝A γA // A
Proposition 1.37. d1 ` d2 is a square-zero derivation on CpAq.
Definition 1.38. BαA ..“ pCpAq, d1 ` d2q is called the bar construction of A with respect to
α.
Proposition 1.39. There is an adjunction
Ωα : coAlg conilC pM qÕ AlgPpM q :Bα
In the context of the bar-cobar adjunction it is convenient to introduce the shifting (co)operad.
If V is an object of M then one defines the Σ-module EndV by
EndV pnq ..“ HomΣN pV bn, V q
where Σn acts on V trivially. This can be endowed with the structure of an operad, which we
denote by EndV , and a cooperad, which we denote by EndcV .
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Definition 1.40. The shifting operad, denoted S, is the operad EndRr1s. The shifting cooperad
is EndcRr1s.
By [LV12] Page 234 we have the following.
Proposition 1.41. For any object V P RMod and any Σ-module P there is an isomorphism,
natural in V ,
PpV qr´1s – pSbH PqpV r´1sq
In particular in P is an operad the shift functor induces an equivalence of categories
r´1s : AlgPpM q Ñ AlgSbHPpM q
Similarly If C is a cooperad the shift functor induces an equivalence of categories.
r´1s : coAlg conilC pM q Ñ coAlg conilScbHCpM q
1.5. Duality and Twisting Morphisms. In this section M “ RMod pChpEqq where E is a closed
monoidal category. In particular M is closed monoidal as well. Let C be a cooperad in M . The
dualising functor p´q_ : M Ñ M op is lax monoidal, so it induces a functor
p´q_ : coAlgC Ñ pAlgC_qop
Let α : CÑ P be a twisting morphism. Denote by
Cˆα : AlgP Ñ Alg pScbHCq_
the composition p´q_ ˝ r´1s ˝Bα.
The hat notation is supposed to invoke comparisons with formal power series, which will be
evident for the case of duality between cocommutative coalgebras and Lie algebras. Indeed the
underlying Z-graded algebra of Cˆαpgq is śnppScpnq b Cpnqq bΣn gbnr´1sq_. Consider the Z-
graded ‘polynomial’ algebra
À
nppScpnqbCpnqqbΣn gbnr´1sq_. There is a natural map of algebrasÀ
nppScpnqbCpnqqbΣngbnr´1sq_ Ñ
ś
nppScpnqbCpnqqbΣngbnr´1sq_. Under nice circumstances,
which we establish below, the differential on Cˆα restricts to a differential on this algebra. Thus we
get a differentially-graded algebra Cαpgq Ñ Cˆαpgq.
Definition 1.42. Let α : CÑ P be a twisting morphism. A P-algebra g is said to be α-separable
if
(1) the map pScpnq b Cpnqq_ bΣn g_ b . . . b g_r1s Ñ ppScpnq b Cpnqq bΣn gbnr´1sq_ is an
isomorphism.
(2) the map C_ ˝ g_ Ñ pC ˝ gq_ is a monomorphism.
(3) the map g_ Ñ pP ˝ gq_ factors through P_ ˝ g_.
Proposition 1.43. If g is a separable P-algebra then the differential on Cˆαpgq restricts to a dif-
ferential on Cαpgq.
Proof. By our assumptions the map Cαpgq Ñ Cˆαpgq is a monomorphism. Moreover the algebra
Cαpgq is free on g_r1s, so it suffices to check that the restriction of the differential to g_r1s factors
through Cαpgq. Then it will automatically square to zero. In fact we shall check that the underlying
graded map of g_ Ñ Cαpgqr´1s – pC ˝α gq_ factors through C_ ˝ g_. This follows from the
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commutative diagram below.
pgq_ // pP ˝ gq_pα˝IdGq
_
// pC ˝ gq_
pgq_ // P_ ˝ g_ α_˝Id //
OO
C_ ˝ g_
OO

1.6. Non-Symmetric Operads. There is a non-symmetric version of the theory detailed above.
Details can be found in [LV12] Section 5.9. Let pE ,bq be a monoidal additive category which is
not necessarily symmetric. Consider the category GrN0pEq of graded objects in E .
Definition 1.44. Let M and N be graded objects. The non-symmetric composite product of
M and N , denoted M ˝ns N is the graded object given by
pM ˝ns Nqpnq “
à
k
Mpkq bNbkpnq
Definition 1.45. The graded object I is defined by Mpiq “ 0 for i ‰ 1 and Ip1q “ k.
With these the constructions and results analogous to those for symmetric operads above go
through mutatis mutandis.
Suppose now that pE ,bq is symmetric. Denote the category of non-symmetric operads by Opns.
As with any module category there is an adjunction
krΣs b p´q: Grad pEqÕ Σ´Mod :| ´ |
which induces an adjunction
p´qΣ : Opns Õ Op :| ´ |
2. The Homotopical Setup
We now introduce the second ingrendient of Koszul duality, namely homotopy. Precisely we
define a class of additive model categories in which we have a rich theory of homotopical algebra.
2.1. Exact Categories. The model categories we consider will come from additive categories
equipped with exact structures. Following [Hov02], [CH02], and [Gil11], we developed homotopy
theory in exact categories in detail in [Kel18]. Here we briefly recall some essential definitions from
the theory of exact categories. Details about exact categories can be found in [Büh10]
A kernel-cokernel pair in E is a pair of composable maps pi, pq, i : A Ñ B, p : B Ñ C such
that i “ Kerppq and p “ Cokerpiq. If Q is a class of kernel-cokernel pairs and pi, pq P Q, then we
say that i is an admissible monic and p is an admissible epic with respect to Q.
Definition 2.1. A Quillen exact structure on an additive category E is a collection Q of kernel-
cokernel pairs such that
(1) Isomorphisms are both admissible monics and admissible epics.
(2) Both the collection of admissible monics and the collection of admissible epics are closed
under composition.
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(3) If
A

f // B

X
f 1 // Y
is a push out diagram, and f is an admissible monic, then f 1 is as well.
(4) If
A

f 1 // B

X
f // Y
is a pullback diagram, and f is an admissible epic, then f 1 is as well.
Let pE ,Qq be an exact category. We call a null sequence
0 // A
i // B
p // C // 0
short exact if pi, pq is a kernel-cokernel pair in Q. We will use interchangeably the notion of kernel-
cokernel pair and short exact sequence. When it is not likely to cause confusion, we will suppress
the notation pE ,Qq to E . When studying exact categories it is natural to consider so-called exact
functors:
Definition 2.2. Let pE ,Pq, pF ,Qq be exact categories. A functor F : E Ñ F is said to be exact
(with respect to P and Q) if for any short exact sequence
0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
in P,
0 Ñ F pXq Ñ F pY q Ñ F pZq Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence in Q.
On any additive category one can define the split exact structure for which the kernel-cokernel
pairs are the split exact sequences. Any exact category contains this is an exact subcategory. At
the other extreme we have quasi-abelian exact structures.
Definition 2.3. An additive category E with all kernels and cokernels is said to be quasi-abelian
if the class qac of all kernel-cokernel pairs forms an exact structure on E.
Let X P ChpEq be a chain complex.
Definition 2.4. X is said to be acyclic if for each n the map dn : Xn Ñ Zn´1X is an admissible
epimorphism, where Zn´1X ..“ Kerpdn´1 : Xn´1 Ñ Xn´2q.
Definition 2.5. Let E be an exact category. A map f : X Ñ Y in ChpEq is said to be a quasi-
isomorphism if conepfq is acyclic.
2.2. (Monoidal) Model Structures on Exact Categories. The class W of quasi-imorphisms
satisfies the 2-out-of-6 property, namely if f : W Ñ X, g : X Ñ Y , h : Y Ñ Z and h ˝ g, g ˝ f are
quasi-isomorphisms, if and only if f, g, h and h ˝ g ˝ f are. Thus the class W makes ChpEq into a
homotopical category.
Definition 2.6. A homotopical category is a pair pM ,Wq where M is a category, and W is a
class of morphisms in M containing all identity morphisms and satisfying the 2-out-of-6 property.
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If C is a model category and W is its class of weak equivalences, then pC ,Wq is a homotopical
category. It will be important for us that a model structure exists on ChpEq for which the class of
weak equivalences coincides with the class of quasi-isomorphisms.
In [Kel18] Chapter 2, Section 8 we introduced the notion of a monoidal exact category. Essentially
this is an exact category E equipped with an additive associative bifunctor b : E ˆ E Ñ E which
commutes with colimits in each variable. Closed monoidal exact categories, in which the assumption
that b commutes with colimits automatically holds, are discussed in [Št’12].
Definition 2.7. A monoidal exact category is an exact category E, equipped with a bifunctor
b : E ˆ E Ñ E such that pE ,bq is a monoidal additive category.
In a monoidal exact category we have the notions of flatness and purity.
Definition 2.8. Let pE ,bq be a monoidal exact category. An object X of E is said to be flat if
for any exact sequence
0 Ñ E Ñ F Ñ GÑ 0
the sequences
0 Ñ X b E Ñ X b F Ñ X bGÑ 0
and
0 Ñ E bX Ñ F bX Ñ GbX Ñ 0
are exact.
Definition 2.9. Let pE ,bq be a monoidal exact category. A sequence
0 Ñ E Ñ F Ñ GÑ 0
is said to be pure if for any object X of E the sequences
0 Ñ X b E Ñ X b F Ñ X bGÑ 0
and
0 Ñ E bX Ñ F bX Ñ GbX Ñ 0
are exact. A monomorphism f : E Ñ F is said to be pure if it is an admissible monomorphism
occuring as the kernel of a pure exact sequence.
The class of all pure monomorphisms is denote PureMon. In [Kel18] Lemma 4.6 we showed
the following:
Proposition 2.10. If a monoidal exact category E has enough flat objects and
0 Ñ E Ñ F Ñ GÑ 0
is a short exact sequence with G flat, then the sequence is pure.
By passing to an abelianization (see [Kel18]) it is straightforward to prove the following.
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Proposition 2.11. Let
0

0

0

0 // A //

B //

C //

// 0
0 // X //

Y //

Z //

0
0 // K //

L //

M //

0
0 0 0
be a diagram in which all columns and two of the rows, or all rows and two of the columns are pure
exact. Then the remaining row or column is pure exact.
We shall require a technical assumption on E . Let I be a filtered category, and let S be a class of
morphisms in E . Denote by FuncocontS pI,Eq the category of cocontinuous functors from F : I Ñ E
such that for any morphism α in I the map F pαq is in S.
Definition 2.12. E is said to be weakly S-elementary if for any ordinal λ the functor limÑ :
FuncocontS pλ,Eq Ñ E exists and is exact.
Typically we will assume that our exact categories are weakly PureMon-elementary.
2.3. K-Flatness and K-Cotorsion in Monoidal Exact Categories.
Definition 2.13. Let M be a homotopical category equipped with a monoidal structure. An object
X of M is said to be K-flat if for any weak equivalence f : AÑ B in M , the map XbAÑ XbB
is a weak equivalence.
In homotopical categories the notion of derived functors makes sense. If X is K-flat and for A
tensor product functor Abp´q is left-derivable, then for any object A ofM the mapXbLAÑ XbA
is an equivalence.
Let us now focus on homotopical categories of the form pChpEq,Wq, where Eq is an exact category
and W is the class of weak equivalences.
Proposition 2.14. Let E be a weakly PureMon-elementary exact category. Let X‚ be an pℵ0;PureMonq-
extension of bounded below complexes of flat objects, that is X‚ “ limÑnPNXn‚ where each Xn‚ is
consists of flat objects and Xn‚ Ñ Xn`1‚ is a pure monomorphism. Then X‚ is K-flat.
Proof. First note that X‚ is a pℵ0;Sq-extension of bounded below complexes satisfying the hy-
potheses of the proposition. Since E is weakly pℵ0;Sq-elementary, we may in fact assume that X‚
is bounded below. Now X‚ is obtained from the complex S0pX0q by a transfinite composition of
pushouts of the form
SkpF q //

A

Dk`1pF q // B
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where F is a flat object. By induction each A and B consists of flat objects and the map A Ñ B
is a pure monomorphism. It follows that we may assume that X is concentrated in degree 0, in
which case the result is clear. 
Dually one defines cotorsion objects.
Definition 2.15. Suppose that pM ,Wq is a homotopical category with a closed monoidal structure
such that the internal hom functor Homp´, Oq is right derivable for any object O of M . If O
is a class of objects in M , an object X is said to be O-K-cotorsion if the map HompX,Oq Ñ
RHompX,Oq is an equivalence for any O P O. When O is the class of finite products of copies of
the monoidal unit k, we say that X‚ is finitely K-cotorsion.
Now suppose that E is a closed monoidal exact category, and consider the homotopical category
pChpEq,Wq. Let us assume that Hom is right-derivable. Notice that to check an complexX‚ is
finitely K-cotorsion, it is necessary and sufficient to check that HompX‚, kq Ñ RHompX‚, kq is
an equivalence. In particular the functor Homp´, kq preserves weak equivalences between finitely
K-cotorsion objects. A similar proof to Proposition 2.14 gives the following.
Proposition 2.16. Any bounded below complex of O-cotorsion objects is O-K-cotorsion.
2.3.1. Duality. For a closed monoidal model category M with monoidal unit R, we denote by
p´q_ : M Ñ M op the functor Homp´, Rq. Since M is closed monoidal this is derivable to a functor
Rp´q_ ..“ RHomp´, Rq : HopM q Ñ HopM qop
By abuse of notation we denote by Rp´q__ : HopM q Ñ HopM q the composition Rp´q_ ˝ Rp´q_.
Note that in HopM q there is a map V Ñ RpV q__.
Definition 2.17. An object V is said to be homotopically reflexive if the map V Ñ RV __ is
an isomorphism in HopM q.
If V and its dual are both finitely K-cotorsion then RpV q__ is equivalent to V __, and such an
object is homotopically refleixve if and only if the map V Ñ V __ is a weak equivalence.
2.4. Koszul Categories. We are now ready to define what we mean by a Koszul category.
Definition 2.18. A Koszul category is a monoidal model category M of the form RMod pChpEqq
where:
(1) E is a weakly PureMon-elementary symmetric monoidal exact category, and the monoidal
structure on ChpEq is the one induced from E.
(2) R is a commutative monoid in ChpEq.
(3) ChpEq is equipped with a combinatorial. monoidal model structure satisfying the monoid
axiom such that cofibrations are pure monomorphisms whose cokernels are K-flat objects.
(4) RMod pChpEqq is equipped with the transferred model structure.
A Koszul category is said to be closed if it is a closed monoidal model category.
2.4.1. Constructon of Koszul Categories. Let us give a source of Koszul categories.
Definition 2.19. A pre-Koszul category is a monoidal exact category pE ,bq, together with a
model structure on ChpEq such that
(1) E is weakly PureMon-elementary.
(2) the weak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms.
(3) with the monoidal structure induced by b on ChpEq, the model structure is monoidal
(4) the model structure is cofibrantly generated
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(5) there is a set of objects tGiuiPI and a set of pure monomorphisms tflulPL such that
tSnpGiq Ñ Dn`1pGiqunPZ,iPI Y t0 Ñ DnpGiqunPZ,iPI Y tSnpflqunPZ,lPL
is a set of generating cofibrations.
(6) there is a set of pure monomorphisms tgkukPK in E such that tDnpgkqunPZ,kPK is a collection
of generating acyclic cofibrations
A pre-Koszul category is said to be projective if tflulPL “ H, and every gk is of the form 0 Ñ F
for F flat.
The meaning behind the term projective, is that such a model structure behaves very much like
a projective model structure, in that the cofibrations are degree-wise split. The collection
G “ tSnpGiq Ñ Dn`1pGiqunPZ,iPI Y t0 Ñ DnpGiqunPZ,iPI Y tSnpflqunPZ,lPL
is called the cofibrany data of E .
Proposition 2.20. Let E be a pre-Koszul category. Suppose that f : X Ñ Y is a (trivial) cofibra-
tion in ChpEq. Then f is a pure monomorphism and cokerpfq is a (trivially) cofibrant object.
Proof. We first note that f is a retract of a transfinite composition of pushouts of maps in
tSnpGiq Ñ Dn`1pGiqunPZ,iPI Y t0 Ñ DnpGiqunPZ,iPI Y tSnpflqunPZ,lPL
and is therefore a pure monomorphism. Let C be the cokernel of f : X Ñ Y . Suppose that
0

// A

C // B
is a commutative diagram and that A Ñ B is a trivial fibration. Then there is a commutative
diagram
X
f

// A

Y // B
where the map X Ñ A is the zero map. Thus there is a lift h : Y Ñ A in this diagram. But
h ˝ f “ 0, so this gives a lift h˜ : C Ñ A in the first diagram. The same proof works for trivial
cofibrations. 
Proposition 2.21. If C is a cofibrant object, X is any object, and one of them is trivial, then
C bX is trivial.
Proof. The proof of this part of Proposition 9.4 in [Kel18] works in this generality. 
We also have:
Corollary 2.22. ChpEq satisfies the monoid axiom.
Let E be a pre-Koszul category and consider the model category ChpEq. Since, by assumption,
the model structure on ChpEq is monoidal and satisfies the monoid axiom, for any unital com-
mutative monoid R P AlgCommpChpEqq the transferred model structure exists on RMod pChpEqq.
Moreover this model structure is monoidal and satisfies the monoid axiom (Theorem 4.1 in [SS00]).
Corollary 2.23. Let E be a pre-Koszul category, and R P AlgCommpChpEq. Then with the induced
model structure RMod is a Koszul category.
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Definition 2.24. A Koszul category M is said to be strong if it arises from a pre-Koszul category
and a map X Ñ Y in M is a (trivial) cofibration if and only if it is an admissible monomorphism
whose cokernel is a (trivially) cofibrant object.
In the terminology of [Št’12], this means that the weak factorisation systems determining the
model structure are exact weak factorisation systems. Equivalently, the weak factorisation systems
arise from cotorsion pairs (see [Št’12] Section 6).
Proposition 2.25. Let M be a Koszul category. Suppose a map g : Y Ñ Z is a (trivial) fibration
if and only if it is an admissible epimorphism with (trivially) fibrant kernel. Then M is strong
Koszul.
Proof. Let f : X Ñ Y be an admissible monomorphism in M whose cokernel C is (trivially)
cofibrant. First we show that if F is trivially fibrant/ fibrant in M and C is cofibrant/ trivially
fibrant, then Ext1pC,F q “ 0. Let
0 Ñ F Ñ GÑ C Ñ 0
be an exact sequence. Then G Ñ C is a trivial fibration/ fibration. Since the map 0 Ñ C is a
cofibration, there is a lift in the diagram
0

// G

C // C
This says precisely that the sequence is split, so Ext1pC,F q “ 0. Now the result follows from
Lemma 5.14. in [Št’12]. 
Corollary 2.26. If ChpEq is a strong Koszul category and R P AlgCommpChpEqq then M “
RMod pChpEqq is strong Koszul.
The fact that the weak factorisation systems are determined by cotorsion pairs also has the
following consequence.
Corollary 2.27. If M is strong Koszul and 0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0 is an exact sequence such that
X and Y are (trivially) cofibrant then so is Y .
We will have use of a stricter notion than strongness.
Definition 2.28. A strong Koszul category M is said to be hereditary if whenever f : X Ñ Y is
an admissible epimorphism between (trivially) cofibrant objects, then Kerpfq is (trivially) cofibrant.
In the language of cotorsion pairs this is equivalent to the condition that the cotorsion pairs
determining the weak factorisation systems are hereditary.
Proposition 2.29. Suppose that ChpEq is a hereditary Koszul category. If R P AlgCommpChpEqq
then M “ RMod pChpEqq is hereditary Koszul.
Proof. By Lemma 6.17 in [Št’12] it suffices to show that if X Ñ Y is an admissible epimorphism
where X and Y are (trivially) fibrant, then Kerpfq is (trivially) fibrant. But Kerpfq is (trivially)
fibrant precisely if its underlying complex is, and this is true since ChpEq is hereditary. 
The utility of the hereditary property is the following 2-out-of-3 result for cofibrations.
Proposition 2.30. Let f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ Z be maps in a hereditary Koszul category M .
Suppose that g ˝ f and g are (acyclic) cofibrations. Then f is an (acyclic) cofibration.
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Proof. The Obscure Lemma implies that g is an admissible monomorphism. Moreover the Snake
Lemma implies that there is an exact sequence
0 Ñ cokerpfq Ñ cokerpg ˝ fq Ñ cokerpgq Ñ 0
cokerpg ˝ fq and cokerpgq are (trivially) cofibrant objects by strongness. Therefore cokerpfq is
(trivially) cofibrant by the hereditary property. 
Another useful property is projectivity
Definition 2.31. A strong Koszul category is said to be projective if it arises from a projective
pre-Koszul category.
If E is monoidal elementary (see [Kel18]) and ChpEq is equipped with the projective model
structure, then M “ RMod pChpEqq is projective Koszul. Moreover M is also hereditary Koszul in
this case. Examples of this include E “ RMod pAbq for any ring R, and E “ IndpBanRq for R a
Banach ring.
Definition 2.32. A Koszul category M “ RMod pChpEqq is said to be elementary if E is an
elementary exact category, and the model structure on ChpEq is the projective one.
2.4.2. Connective Koszul Categories. For n P Z let ChěnpEq denote the full subcategory of ChpEq
consisting of objects concentrated in degrees ě n. There is an obvious inclusion functor ChěnpEq Ñ
ChpEq. It has both a left and right adjoint, but we will only be concerned with the right adjoint
τěn defined in the introduction
The following is straight-forward to check.
Proposition 2.33. Let E be a pre-Koszul category, and let g : X Ñ Y be an acyclic fibration in
ChpEq. Then iěn ˝ τěnpgq is an acyclic fibration.
Theorem 2.34. Consider the adjunction
iěn : ChpEqěn Õ ChpEq :τěn
The right-transferred model structure exists on ChpEqěn. Moreover it is monoidal and satisfies the
monoid axiom.
Proof. Let Iěn be the collection
tSmpGiq Ñ Dm`1pGiquměn,iPI Y t0 Ñ Dm`1pGiquměn,iPI , tSmpflquměn,lPL Y t0 Ñ SmpGiquměn
and let Jěn be the collection
tDmpgkquměn,kPK
where fl and gk are as in Definition 2.19. We are going to use Hovey’s recognition Theorem
[Hov07], Theorem 2.1.19. The condition on smallness of the domains of Iěn and Jěn is clear.
Every cofibration f in ChpE) which is concentrated in degrees ě n can be written as a retract of a
transfinite composition of pushouts of maps in Iěn. Therefore Jěn Ă Iěn XW Ă Iěn ´ cof XW.
The class Iěn´ cof XW is closed under pushouts, retracts, and transfinite composition. Therefore
Jěn ´ cell Ă Iěn ´ cof XW.
Now we claim that pIěnq´ inj is the collection of maps g such that iěnpgq is an acyclic fibration
in ChpEq. Indeed iěnpgq has the right lifting property with respect to all maps
tSmpGiq Ñ Dm`1pGiquměn,iPI Y t0 Ñ Dm`1pGiquměn,iPI , tSmpflquměn,lPL Y t0 Ñ SmpGiquměn
We claim it also has the right lifting property with respect to all maps of the form
tSmpGiq Ñ Dm`1pGiqumăn,iPI Y t0 Ñ Dm`1pGiqumăn,iPI , tSmpflqumăn,lPL
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Clearly the only maps for which something could go wrong are those of the form Sn´1pGiq Ñ
DnpGiq. But since the domain and codomain of iěnpgq are concentrated in degrees ě n, a lifting
against Sn´1pGiq Ñ DnpGiq is equivalent to a lifting against 0 Ñ SnpGiq, which exists by assump-
tion. Conversely if iěnpgq is an acyclic fibration then f clearly it has the right lifting property with
respect to Iěn.
Next we claim that Iěn´cof is the collection of maps f : AÑ B such that iěnpfq is a cofibration
in ChpEq. Indeed suppose f has the left-lifting property with respect to all maps g in pIěnq ´ inj.
Then iěnpfq has the left-lifting property with respect to all acyclic fibrations g : X Ñ Y which are
in the image of iěn. Let g˜ be any acyclic fibration in ChpEq. Any diagram
iěnA
iěnf

// X˜
g˜

iěnB // Y˜
factors through
iěnA
iěnf

// iěn ˝ τěnpX˜q
iěn˝τěnpg˜q

iěnB // iěn ˝ τěnpY˜ q
By the previous proposition iěn ˝ τěnpg˜q is an acyclic fibration in ChpEq, so τěnpg˜q has the right
lifting property with respect to f . Hence there is a lift in the second diagram, and therefore in the
first one.
Finally we claim that Jěn-cof is the collection of maps such that iěnpfq is an acyclic cofibration
in ChpEq. Let f P Jěn-cof, and let g : X Ñ Y be a fibration in ChpEq. Suppose that
iěnA
iěnf

// X
g

iěnB // Y
is a commutative diagram in ChpEq. As before, this factors through the diagram factors through
iěnA
iěnf

// iěn ˝ τěnpXq
iěn˝τěnpgq

iěnB // iěn ˝ τěnpY q
Since g has the right-lifting property with respect to Jěn, there is a lift in the second diagram, and
hence in the first. Thus iěnpfq is an acyclic cofibration.
The fact that it is monoidal and satisfies the monoid axiom is clear. 
Definition 2.35. A monoidal model category Měn of the form RMod pChpEqěnq where E is a
connective pre-Koszul category, ChpEq is equipped with the corresponding model structure, ChpEqěn
is equipped with the right-transferred model structure R P AlgCommpChěnpEqq, and RMod pChpEqěnq
is equipped with the left-transferred model structure, and n P Z is called an n-connective Koszul
category.
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2.5. Filtrations and Gradings in Koszul Categories. Many of the algebraic objects we study
will be equipped with filtrations. In [Kel18] we studied in detail categories of filtered objects in
exact categories, and in monoidal exact categories. Fix a class of morphisms S. Let us recall the
definition of a filtered object.
Definition 2.36. Let A be an object of M and S a class of morphisms in E. An S-subobject
of E is a map s : A1 Ñ A in S. An S-filtration of A consists of a collection of S-subobjects
of A, tαi : Ai Ñ AuiPN0 together with maps ai : Ai Ñ Ai`1 in S such that αi`1 ˝ ai “ αi. An
S-filtered object of M is tuple of data ppAqtop, αi, aiq where pAqtop is an object of E and pαi, aiq
is a S-filtration of pAqtop. A morphism of filtered objects g : ppAqtop, αi, aiq Ñ ppBqtop, βi, biq
consists of a collection of morphisms tgi : Ai Ñ BiuiPN0, and pgqtop : pAqtop Ñ pBqtop such that
gi`1 ˝ai “ bi ˝gi and pgqtop ˝ai “ βi ˝gi for all i P N0. S-filtered objects and morphisms of S-filtered
objects can then be organised into an additive category FiltSpEq.
There is a functor
gr : FiltSpEq Ñ GrN0pEq
called the associated graded functor which we will make extensive use of. It sends a filtered
object ppAqtop, αi, aiq to À8n“0AnLAn´1 “À8n“0 grnpAq.
We also let p´qtop : FiltRegMon Ñ M denote the functor sending a filtered object pAi, αi, aiq to
pAqtop.
Remark 2.37. In [Kel18] we denoted this functor by p´q8. However we shall be applying this
functor to cooperads, for which the notation C8 already has an meaning in terms of homotopy
cooperads.
Definition 2.38. A filtered object ppAqtop, αi, aiq is said to be exhaustive if pAqtop together with
the maps αi : Ai Ñ pAqtop is a direct limit of the diagram
A0
a0 // A1
a1 // A2 // . . .
The full subcategory of FiltSpEq on objects equipped with an exhaustive filtration will be denoted by
FiltSpEq.
We let RegMon denote the class of regular monomorphisms in E (i.e. morphisms which are
kernels of their cokernels), and AdMon denote the class of admissible monomorphisms.
Constructing limits and colimits in this category is a somewhat subtle enterprise. However for
cokernels we have the following result, which is in fact all we’ll really need. Using results of [Kel18]
one can show the following.
Proposition 2.39. Let g : ppAqtop, αi, aiq Ñ ppBqtop, βi, biq be a morphism in FiltAdMonpM q where
each gi for 0 ď i ď 8 is an admissible monomorphism. Then for each 0 ď i ă 8 the maps
γi : cokerpgiq Ñ cokerppgqtopq and gi : cokerpgiq Ñ cokerpgi`1q are admissible monomorphism, and
the object pcokerpgtopq, γi, giq is a cokernel of g. If g is a map in FiltAdMonpM q then this is also the
cokernel in FiltAdMonpM q. Finally, if each g is a map in FiltPureMonpM q (resp. FiltPureMonpM q)
and each gi is a pure monomorphism, then this is also the cokernel in FiltPureMonpM q (resp.
FiltPureMonpM q).
Definition 2.40. Let M be a Koszul category. An object ppAqtop, ai, αiq of FiltAdMonpM q is said
to be filtered cofibrant if each of the maps ai : Ai Ñ Ai`1 is a cofibration. A map f : A Ñ B
between filtered objects is said to be a filtered cofibration if it is an admissible monomorphism
with filtered cofibrant cokernel, and at each level of the filtration it is a cofibration.
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If M is a Koszul category then GrN0pM q is a model category in which weak equivalences, cofi-
brations, and fibrations are defined degree-wise.
Proposition 2.41. Let M be a hereditary Koszul category. A map f : A Ñ B in FiltAdMonpM q
is a filtered cofibration if and only if grpfq is a degree-wise admissible monomorphism with graded
cofibrant cokernel.
Proof. Suppose f is a filtered cofibration. By Proposition 2.39 grpfq is a degree-wise admissible
monomorphism with graded cofibrant cokernel. The converse follows by an easy inductive argument
using Corollary 2.27. 
Corollary 2.42. Let M be a hereditary Koszul category. If f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ Z are
morphisms in FiltAdMonpM q such that g ˝ f and g are filtered cofibrations then so is f .
For 1 ď j ď k let Aj “ ppAqjtop, αj , ajq be in FiltRegMonpM q. We define an object
Âk
j“1Aj of
FiltRegMonpM q by
p
kâ
j“1
Ajq8 “
kâ
j“1
Aj8
and
p
kâ
j“1
Ajqn “ Imp
à
i1`...`ikďn
A1i1 b . . .bAkik Ñ
kâ
j“1
Aj8q
We recall the proof of the following result from [Kel18].
Proposition 2.43. For 1 ď j ď k let Aj “ ppAqjtop, αj , ajq be a filtered object.
(1) Suppose that for each n the mapà
i1`...`ik“n
A1i1 b . . .bAkik Ñ A18 b . . .bAk8
is admissible. Then the map
Âk
j“1 grpAjq Ñ gr
´Âk
j“1Aj
¯
is an admissible epimorphism.
(2) If in addition for each 1 ď j ď k and each 0 ď i ă 8 the map each map Aji Ñ Aji`1 is a
pure monomorphism, then the map
Âk
j“1 grpAjq Ñ gr
´Âk
j“1Aj
¯
is an isomorphism.
Proof. (1) Let In denote the image of the map
À
i1`...`ik“nA
1
i1
b . . .bAkik Ñ A18 b . . .bAk8.
By the obscure lemma the map In Ñ In`1 is an admissible monomoprhism. Moreover
the map
À
i1`...`ik“nA
1
i1
b . . . b Akik Ñ In is an admissible epimorphism. Hence the mapÀ
i1`...`ik“n`1A
1
i1
b . . .bAkik Ñ In`1
L
In is an admisible epimorphism. The obscure lemma
then implies the result.
(2) Suppose now that for each 1 ď k ď n and each 0 ď i ă 8 the map Aki Ñ Aki`1 is a pure
monomorphism. Equivalently 0 Ñ Aki Ñ Aki`1 Ñ gri`1pAkq is a pure exact sequence. By
tensoring there is an induced n-dimensional chain complex which is exact along each axis.
There is an acyclic sequence
kà
l“1
Ai1`1 b . . .bAil b . . .bAik`1 Ñ Ai1`1 b . . .bAik`1 Ñ gri1`1pAq b . . .b grik`1pAq Ñ 0
Moreover this is a pure exact sequence. Hence there is a pure exact sequence.
0 Ñ
kÿ
l“1
Ai1`1 b . . .bAil b . . .bAik`1 Ñ Ai1`1 b . . .bAik`1 Ñ gri1`1pAq b . . .b grik`1pAq Ñ 0
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This completes the proof.

We let FiltKPureMonpM q denote the full subcategory of FiltPureMonpM q consisting of filtered
objects A such that for each i P N, gripAq is K-flat.
2.5.1. Σn-filtrations. For associativity reasons, in general this does not endow FiltRegMonpM q with
a monoidal structure. However there is a natural Σn action on
Âk
j“1Aj which is functorial. This
brings us to a discussion of Σn-filtrations. Note that there is an obvious equivalence of categories
between the category FiltAdMonpΣnMod q of filtered Σn-modules and the category of Σn-modules in
FiltAdMonpMod q.
Definition 2.44. An object ppAqtop, αi, aiq of FiltAdMonpΣnMod q is said to have admissibly fil-
tered coinvariants if the maps pαiqΣn and paiqΣn are admissible monomorphisms. The full sub-
category of FiltAdMonpΣnMod q consisting of filtered Σn-modules which have admissibly filtered coin-
variants is denoted Filt
ΣnAdMonpΣnMod q
The following is clear.
Proposition 2.45. (1) Let ppAqtop, αi, aiq be an object of FiltAdMonMod . Then the free object
pΣn b pAqtop,Σn b αi,Σn b aiq has admissibly filtered coinvariants.
(2) Filt
ΣnAdMonpΣnMod q is closed under taking summands in FiltAdMonpΣnMod q.
(3) If ppAqtop, αi, aiq is in FiltΣnAdMonpΣnMod q then the natural map grpAqΣn Ñ grpAΣnq is an
isomorphism.
In particular if M is a Q-Koszul category then any admissibly filtered Σn-module has admissibly
filtered coinvariants. Indeed in this case every Σn-module is a retract of a free one.
2.6. Quasi-Categories and Localization of Relative Cateogries. As we shall see, Koszul
duality is most naturally formulated using p8, 1q-categories rather than model categories. For
concreteness we fill fix quasi-categories as our model for p8, 1q-categories.
Definition 2.46. A relative category or a category with weak equivalences is a pair pC ,Wq
where C is a category and W is a wide subcategory of C containing all isomorphisms, and satisfying
the two-out-of-three property, namely if f : A Ñ B and g : B Ñ C are morphisms in W and two
of f, g, g ˝ f are in W, then so is the third.
Remark 2.47. If M is a homotopical category, and W is the wide subcategory of weak equivalences
in M , then pM ,Wq is a relative category.
To a relative category pC ,Wq we can associate to it a quasi-category C by Dwyer-Kan localistion
[DK80b]. If C is a combinatorial simplicial model category and W is its subcategory of weak
equivalences, then C is a locally presentable p8, 1q-category by Proposition A.3.7.6 in [Lur09b].
Definition 2.48. If pC ,Wq and pC 1,W 1q are relative categories, then a functor F : C Ñ C 1 is said
to be a relative functor if F pfq PW 1 whenever f PW. A relative adjunction between relative
categories is an adjunction
F : C Õ C 1 :G
such that F and G are both relative functors. A relative adjunction is said to be a relative equiv-
alence if the unit and counit of the adjunction are both component-wise weak equivalences.
Corolalry 3.6 in [DK80a] says the following.
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Theorem 2.49. Let
F : C Õ C 1 :G
be a relative equivalence. Then there is an induced adjoint equivalence of p8, 1q-categories
F: CÕ C1 :G
2.6.1. Infinity Categories of Filtered and Graded Objects. Let E be a monoidal exact category and
R a commutative monoid in ChpEq. Let M “ RMod pChpEqq If W is the wide subcategory of M on
quasi-isomorphisms then pM ,Wq is a homotopical category. Denote by M the p8, 1q-categorical
localization of M at W.
Consider the category GrN0pM q. Denote by Wgr the class of graded quasi-isomorphisms in
GrN0pM q. Then pGrN0pM q,Wgrq is also a homotopical category.
Now consider the category FiltAdMonpM q. If Wf is the class of filtered quasi-isomorphisms then
pFiltAdMonpM q,Wf q is also a homotopical category. Denote the p8, 1q-categorical localization of
this homotopical category by FiltpMq. By results of Chapter 5 in [Kel18] the functors p´qn :
FiltAdMonpM q Ñ M for 0 ď n ă 8 ,p´qtop : FiltAdMonpM q Ñ M , and gr : FiltAdMonpM q Ñ
Gr pM q all induce functors of p8, 1q-categories after localization. Moreover the induced functor
gr : FiltpMq Ñ GrpMq also reflects weak equivalences.
Later we will need the following useful result, inspired by part of the proof of Proposition 2.2.12
in [Lur09a].
Proposition 2.50. Let N be an p8, 1q-category, M as above, and F : N Ñ FiltAdMonpMq a
functor. If gr ˝ F and p´q0 ˝ F preserve sifted colimits then so does F .
Proof. It suffices to show that each p´qn˝F preserves sifted colimits. The proof is an easy induction.
By assumption it is true for n “ 0. We suppose it has been shown for n “ k. Now there is a
homotopy fibre sequence of functors
p´qk ˝ F Ñ p´qk`1 ˝ F Ñ grk`1 ˝ F
Since the left and right-hand functors preserves sifted colimits so does the middle functor 
3. Homotopy Theory of Algebras
In this section we shall show that categories of algebras over certain operads in a Koszul category
M admit rich homotopy theories.
3.1. Model Structures on Categories of Algebras. In [Kel18] we gave conditions on model
structures on categories of chain complexes ChpEq under which the operads Ass,Comm, and Lie are
admissible. Namely we required that E needs to be enriched over Q, ChpEq admits the small object
argument, and the model structure has generating acyclic cofibrations of the form 0 Ñ DnpF q.
Using [Whi17] it is easy to prove a vast generalisation of this.
In this section M will be a combinatorial monoidal category satisfying the monoid axiom. Let
P be an operad in M , and consider the free-forgetful adjunction
FreePp´q: M Õ AlgPpM q :| ´ |P
Recall that the transferred model structure on AlgPpM q, if it exists, is the one for which
weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) are maps f : A Ñ B of algebras such that |f |P is a weak
equivalence (resp. fibration).
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Definition 3.1. An operad P is said to be admissible if the transferred model structure exists on
AlgP.
Definition 3.2. Let M be a combinatorial monoidal category satisfying the monoid axiom. Denote
by LtΣn the collection of maps f in ΣnMod such that the underlying map |f | is a trivial cofibration.
M is said to satisfy the Σn-equivariant monoid axiom if transfinite composition of pushouts of
maps of the form f bΣn X are contained in the class of weak equivalences for all X P ΣnMod .
The utility of this technical assumption is the following result, which is Corollary C.5. in [Whi17].
Theorem 3.3. If M is a combinatorial monoidal category satisfying the monoid axiom and the
Σn-equivariant monoid axiom, then every operad in M is admissible.
Proposition 3.4. Let M be a combinatorial monoidal model category satisfying the monoid axiom.
Suppose that M is enriched over QVect . Then M satisfies the Σn-equivariant monoid axiom.
Proof. Let g be a transfinite composition of pushouts of maps of the form f bΣn X. Then g is
a retract of a transfinite composition of pushouts of maps of the form f b X. This is a weak
equivalence since M satisfies the monoid axiom. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 in [Spi01] gives the following.
Proposition 3.5. Let M be a Koszul category, and P an admissible operad such that each Ppnq
is cofibrant as a Σn-module. If g is a cofibrant P-algebra then its underlying complex is cofibrant.
In particular it is K-flat.
In fact we believe that cofibrant can be replaced by K-flat everywhere in this proposition, though
we have not checked the technical details.
3.1.1. Standard Cofibrations. With the assurance that we at least have some examples of admissible
operads in our more general setup, let us analyse the transferred model structures more closely.
In particular we will study certain classes of cofibrations, called standard cofibrations, in strong
Koszul categories. Though the idea is the same, because complexes in a general exact category
don’t split the discussion of standard cofibrations as defined in [Val14] Section 2.4 is significantly
more involved.
In fact, we shall study much more general classes of maps. Let tGiu be a collection of objects
in E and tflulPL a collection of admissible monomorphisms in E . Denote by G the collection of
morphisms
tSnpGiq Ñ Dn`1pGiqunPZ,iPI Y t0 Ñ DnpGiqunPZ,iPI Y tSnpflqunPZ,lPL
Denote by preCellpR;Gq the collection of maps obtained by transfinite composition of pushouts of
maps in
tRb SnpGiq Ñ RbDn`1pGiqunPZ,iPI Y t0 Ñ RbDnpGiqunPZ,iPI
and by CellpR;Gq the collection of maps obtained by transfinite composition of pushouts of maps
in
tRb SnpGiq Ñ RbDn`1pGiqunPZ,iPI Y t0 Ñ RbDnpGiqunPZ,iPI Y tRb SnpflqunPZ,lPL
Definition 3.6. Denote by SullPpM ;Gq the class of maps of P-algebras which are obtained as a
retract of a transfinite composition of pushouts of maps of the form Ppfq for f P preCellpR;Gq,
and by CofPpM ;Gq the class of maps of P-algebras which are obtained as a retract of a transfinite
composition of pushouts of maps of the form Ppfq for f P CellpR;Gq.
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Note that if E “ kVect , k is a field of characteristic 0, and P “ Comm, then a map in
SullPpChpEq;Gq is a relative Sullivan algebra as in [Hes07] Section 2.
Let V be an object of M , A an object of AlgPpM q, and α : V Ñ A be a degree ´1 derivation of
R-modules. There is then an induced map of graded objects
V Ñ AÑ A
ž
PpV q
By Proposition 1.27 there is then a unique derivation of degree ´1
dα : A
ž
PpV q Ñ A
ž
PpV q
whose restriction to V is α. We denote the algebra equipped with the derivation given by dA`dα`dV
by A
š
αPpV q.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose that α : V r´1s Ñ A is a morphism in M , i.e. it commutes with
differentials. Then A
š
αPpV q is a chain complex.
Proof. The derivation A
š
PpV q Ñ AšPpV qr1s is induced from the derivation
dP ˝ IdA‘V ` dA ` IdP ˝p1q pα` dV q : PpA‘ V q Ñ PpA‘ V qr1s
Therefore it suffices to show that this derivation squares to 0. This is a straightforward computation.

In particular if α : V r´1s Ñ A vommutes with differentials then AšαPpV q is naturally an
object of M . The crucial lemma is the following, which is a generalisation of [Val14] Lemma 2.7.
Lemma 3.8. Let V ÑW P preCellpR;Gq and let A P AlgPpM q. Let α : W r´1s Ñ A be morphism
of R-modules. Then the induced map
A
ž
α
PpV q Ñ A
ž
α˝f
PpW q
is in SullPpM ;Gq. If G is the cofibrancy data of a strong Koszul category from Definition 2.19,
and V ÑW P CellpR;Gq, then
A
ž
α
PpV q Ñ A
ž
α˝f
PpW q
is in CofPpM ;Gq
First let us prove some auxiliary results. Let pV‚, dV q and pW‚, dW q be objects of ChpEq, and
let f : V‚ Ñ W‚ be a morphism of chain complexes. Suppose there are degree ´1 derivations of
R-modules ν : V‚ Ñ A‚ and ω : W‚ Ñ A‚ such that ω ˝ f “ ν, and both
A
ž
ν
PpV q and A
ž
ω
PpW q
are complexes. Then clearly the morphism IdA
š
Ppfq induces a morphism of chain complexes
A
ž
ν
PpV q Ñ A
ž
ω
PpW q
Now, let D : I Ñ M be a diagram. For i P I let Dpiq “ Vi. Suppose there is a degree ´1
derivation α : colimV i‚ Ñ A. Composing with the maps fi : Vi Ñ colimV i‚ gives degree ´1 maps
αi “ α ˝ fi : Vi Ñ A. Suppose that for each i Ašαi PpV iq is a chain complex.
Proposition 3.9. There is an isomorphism of P-algebras
colimpA
ž
αi
PpV iqq – A
ž
α
PpV q
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Proof. By the above remarks there is a map of algebras with derivation colimpAšαi PpV iqq –
A
š
αPpV q. To see that is is an isomorphism we may forget the differentials and R-module struc-
ture, it which case it reduces to the fact that coproducts and colimits commute. 
Let f : V Ñ W and ν : V Ñ A be degree 0 maps and let ω : W Ñ A be a degree ´1 derivation
of R-modules. There is an induced degree ´1 derivation ν ` ω : conepfq Ñ A. There is also a
degree ´1 derivation
V r1s pν,´fq// A‘W // Aš´ωPpW q
which we denote by ν Y p´fq.
Proposition 3.10. Suppose that ω : W Ñ A is a degree ´1 derivation of R-modules such that the
induced map W r1s Ñ A commutes with differentials, and that ν satisfies
ωn ˝ fn “ dAn ˝ νn ´ νn´1dVn
Then
(1) ν Y p´fq is a map of chain complexes.
(2) There is an isomorphism
A
ž
ν`ω
Ppconepfqq – pA
ž
´ω
PpW qq
ž
νYf
PpV r1sq
Proof. The first part is a direct computation. For the second part, let us forget the differentials
and R-module structure for the moment. Then we have
pA
ž
ω
PpW qq
ž
νYf
PpV r1sq – A
ž
PpW q
ž
PpV r1sq – A
ž
PpW ‘ V r1sq
“ A
ž
Ppconepfqq “ A
ž
ν`ω
Ppconepfqq
We need to check that this isomorphism preserves the differentials. Again this is a direct compu-
tation. 
Proposition 3.11. Let M be strong Koszul let i : SnpXq Ñ SnpY q be a cofibration in ChpEq, and
let α : SnpY qr´1s Ñ A be a map of complexes. Then p : Ašα˝RbiRb SnpXq Ñ AšαRb SnpY q
is a cofibration.
Proof. Let
A
š
α˝RbiRb SnpXq
p

f // M
q

A
š
α˝RbiRb SnpY q
g // N
be a diagram with q an acyclic fibration. In clearly suffices to find a lift in the following diagram
of complexes
A‘α˝Rbi Rb SnpXq

f // M
q

A‘α˝Rbi Rb SnpY q g // N
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But the map A ‘α˝Rbi R b SnpXq Ñ A ‘α˝Rbi R b SnpY q is an admissible monomorphism
whose cokernel is R b cokerpSnpXq Ñ SnpY qq, which is a cofibrant object. In particular it is a
cofibration. 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. By Proposition 3.9 it is sufficient to show that this is the case for the maps
RbSnpP q Ñ RbDn`1pP q, 0 Ñ RbDnpP q, and in the cofibrant case, RbSnpXq Ñ RbSnpY q. First
note that RbDn`1pP q “ conepidRbSnpP qq. Therefore by Proposition 3.10 and Proposition 3.11 we
reduce to showing that, given a degree ´1 map α : SnpP q Ñ A, the map AÑ AšαPpRbSnpP qq
is in SullPpM ;Gq, or CofPpM ;Gq for the second case. But we have the pushout diagram
PpRb Sn´1pP qqγAPpRbαr´1sq //


A

PpRbDnpP qq // AšαPpRb SnpP qq
This completes the proof.

This result has numerous applications. For the purposes of this paper the important consequence
is Proposition 4.13 below. However let us use it to show that certain interesting classes of algebras
are cofibrant. Following [LV12] B.6.13 we define triangulated quasi-free algebras.
Definition 3.12. A P-algebra A is said to be G-quasi-free if there is an object V of preCellpGq
such that, after forgetting differentials, the underlying graded algebra of A is isomorphic to the
underlying graded algebra of PpRb V q. A quasi-free algebra A is said to be G-triangulated if the
underlying graded object of V can be written as V – À8i“0 Vi, where each Vi is in GrZ, for i ě 1
dA|PpRbVnq factors through PpRb
Àn´1
i“0 Viq, and dA|V0 “ 0.
Corollary 3.13. A G-triangulated quasi-free P-algebra is a G-Sullivan model.
Proof. Let A be G-triangulated. After forgetting differentials we may write A “ PpV q – PpR bÀ8
i“0 Viq. For 0 ď n ă 8 let An “ PpR b
Àn
i“0 Viq. This is a subobject of A in AlgPpM q.
Moreover A – limÑAn. Thus we just need to show that A0 is cofibrant and for each n ě 0 the
map An Ñ An`1 is a cofibration. A0 is just the free algebra on R b V0, where V0 is regarded as a
complex in ChpEq with trivial differential. Moreover as an object in ChpEq V0 is a direct sum of
objects of the form SnpGq where G P G. Hence A0 is clearly a G-Sullivan model. Moreover, if we
let αn`1 ..“ d|Vn`1 : Vn`1 Ñ An, then An`1 “ An
š
αn`1 PpRb Viq. This is a map in SullPpM ;Gq.
The map 0 Ñ A is a transfinite composition of such maps and hence is also in SullPpM ;Gq. 
In particular quasi-free algebras on bounded below objects of preCellpGq are G-triangulated.
Immediately we get the following result.
Corollary 3.14. If M “ RMod pChpEqq, R and P are concentrated in non-negative degrees, V is
in GrN0pGq, and A P AlgPpM q is quasi-free on V , then A is G-triangulated.
Proof. Write V “ÀViris where Vi is an object of G. The differential dA|Vnrns must clearly factor
through PpRbÀn´1i“0 Viq. This proves the claim. 
In the setting of this corollary we say that A is G-non-negatively graded.
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3.2. The Quasi-Category of Algebras. Let M be a combinatorial monoidal model category
satisfying the monoid axiom, and P an admissible operad in M . The category AlgPpM q is a
(combinatorial) model category when equipped with the transferred model structure. We denote
the associated p8, 1q category by AlgPpM q. We may also regard P as an p8, 1q-operad in the
p8, 1q-category M. To this one can associate the p8, 1q-category of p8, 1q-algebras in M over the
p8, 1q-operad P. This category is denoted AlgPpMq. For general model categories it is not known
that the category AlgPpM q always presents AlgPpMq, i.e. that the p8, 1q-categories AlgPpM q and
AlgPpMq are equivalent. However [PS18] gives very general condition under which it is true.
The category Mod ΣpM q may be regarded as a diagram category in M . Since M is a cofibrantly
generated monoidal model category. Therefore we may equip it with the projective model structure
(see [Hir09] Section 11.6).
Before introducing a technical definition, let us recall some notation from the theory of monoidal
categories. Suppose that f : X Ñ Y and g : X 1 Ñ Y 1 are maps in M . The pushout product map
to be the unique map X 1bY šXbY XbY 1 Ñ X 1bY 1 determined by the maps X 1bY Ñ X 1bY 1
and X b Y 1 Ñ X 1 b Y 1. If f is a map of (right) Σn-modules, and g is a map of (left) Σn-modules,
then the map flg is equipped with a diagonal action of Σn. We denote by flΣng the map of
coinvariants. For example, if s is a map in M then we denote by sln the pushout-product of s with
itself n times. This map is clearly equipped with an action of Σn.
Definition 3.15. An operad P is said to be rectifiably admissible if for a projective cofibrant
replacement q : QPÑ P of the underlying Σ-module of P, any n P N0, and any cofibration s P M ,
the map qpnqlΣnsln is a weak equivalence.
The following is (an immediate consequence of) Theorem 7.10 in [PS18].
Theorem 3.16. If P is rectifiably admissible, then the p8, 1q-categoryAlgPpM q is naturally equiva-
lent to the p8, 1q-category AlgPpMq of p8, 1q-algebras in M over P considered as an p8, 1q-operad.
Let us see when this is the case for Koszul categories M .
Proposition 3.17. If P is admissible, and the underlying Σ-module of P is a retract of a free
Σ-module on a K-flat graded object, then P is rectifiably admissible. In particular if M is Q-Koszul
then any operad is rectifiably admissible.
Proof. Let q : QP Ñ P be a projective cofibrant resolution. We may assume that q is of the
form Σ b q˜, where q˜ : Q˜ Ñ P˜ is an acyclic fibration of graded objects, Q˜ is projectively cofibrant
in GrN0pM q, and P is K-flat in GrN0pM q. Let s : X Ñ Y be a cofibration. Then qpnqlΣnsln –
q˜pnqlsln. Write s˜pnq “ sln : X˜ Ñ Y˜ , which is a cofibration since M is a monoidal model category.
Consider the pushout
Q˜pnq b X˜
q˜bid

idbs˜ // Q˜pnq b Y˜

P˜pnq b X˜ // Q˜pnq b Y˜ šQ˜pnqbX˜ P˜pnq b X˜
Since Q˜pnq and P˜pnq areK-flat the left-hand vertical map is a weak equivalence. The top horizontal
map is an admissible monomorphism. By Proposition 7.5 in [Kel18] the right-hand vertical map
is an equivalence. Now the map q˜pnq b Id : Q˜pnq b Y˜ Ñ P˜pnq b Y˜ is an equivalence, again since
Q˜pnq and P˜pnq are K-flat. By the two-out-of-three property the map q˜pnqlsln is an equivalence,
as required. 
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3.2.1. Generation under Sifted Colimits. The highly technical subtleties of the above discussion
actually have a crucial consequence, in that it provides is with a very convenient set of generators
for the p8, 1q-category AlgPpM q, which we will now disucss.
Let C be a cocomplete p8, 1q-category and C0 a full subcategory. We denote by PΣpC0q the free
cocompletion of C0 by sifted colimits, i.e. by filtered colimits and geometric realisations. There is
a natural functor
PΣpC0q Ñ C
Let T be a monad on C which preserves sifted colimits and let CT its category of Eilenberg-Moore
algebras. Consider the corresponding adjunction.
FreeT : CÕ CT :| ´ |T
Let FreeTpC0q denote the full subcategory of CT spanned by free T-algebras on C0.
PΣpC0q

// PΣpFreeTpC0qq

C // CT
Suppose that the left-hand vertical map is essentially surjective. By Proposition 4.7.3.14 in [Lur17]
every object in CT can be obtained as a colimit of a simplicial diagram of objects in the image
of FreeT. Therefore by the previous proposition every object in CT can be obtained as a sifted
colimit of objects in FreeTpC0q. In particular the functor PΣpFreeTpC0qq Ñ CT is essentially
surjective.
We are particularly interested in the case thatC is presented by a Kan complex enriched monoidal
model category C and P is an admissible operad in C . This gives rise to a monadic Quillen
adjunction
Pp´q: C Õ AlgPpCq :| ´ |
which by localization induces an adjunction of p8, 1q-categories
Pp´q: CÕ AlgPpCq :| ´ |
If P is rectifiably admissible then this is also a monadic adjunction. Since C is cofibrantly generated
C is generated under sifted colimits by some small subcategory C0 of cofibrant objects in C .
Therefore AlgPpCq is generated under sifted colimits by the full category of free P-algebras on
objects in C0.
Remark 3.18. The argument given above is a significant component of the one in [Hen15] Propo-
sition 1.2.2, which shows that the category of chain complexes of vector spaces over a field, and
the category of Lie algebras over it, are in fact the formal completion of subcategories of certain
compact objects by sifted colimits.
For technical reasons in Section 4 it will be useful to consider certain subcategories of AlgPpM q.
Let Alg |c|P denote the full subcategory of AlgP consisting of algebras whose underlying object of M
is cofibrant, let Alg cP denote the full subcategory of AlgP consisting of cofibrant algebras, and we
let Alg |K|P denote the full subcategory of AlgP whose underlying complex is K-flat. We regard them
as relative categories in the obvious way. Fortunately, all these relative categories present the same
p8, 1q-category.
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Proposition 3.19. The inclusions
Alg cP Ñ Alg |c|P Ñ Alg |K|P Ñ AlgP
all induce equivalences of p8, 1q-cateogries.
Proof. This follows from an easy dual argument to Corollary 4.5 in [nLa19]. 
3.3. Example: Commutative Algebras. Before proceeding to colagebras and Koszul duality,
let us conclude this section with a detailed look at the homotopy theory of commutative algebras
in a Q-Koszul category which arise from elementary exact categories. We will make a connection
with (affine) derived geometry and formal geometry by using our results above to analyse cotangent
complexes. These results will prove useful later when we discuss operadic Koszul duality.
3.3.1. HA Contexts and the Cotangent Complex. Recall that in [TTV08] Toën and Vezzosi in-
troduce an abstract categorical framework in which one can ‘do’ homotopical algebra, namely a
homotopical algebra context. Let us recall the (slightly modified) definition.
Definition 3.20. Let M be a combinatorial symmetric monoidal model category. We say that M
is an homotopical algebra context (or HA context) if for any A P AlgCommpM q.
(1) The model category M is proper, pointed and for any two objects X and Y in M the natural
morphisms
QX
ž
QY Ñ X
ž
Y Ñ RX ˆRY
are equivalences.
(2) HopM q is an additive category.
(3) With the transferred model structure and monoidal structure ´bA, the category AMod is a
combinatorial, proper, symmetric monoidal model category.
(4) For any cofibrant object M P AMod the functor
´bAM : AMod Ñ AMod
preserves equivalences.
(5) With the transferred model structures AlgCommpAMod q and AlgCommnupAMod q are combina-
torial proper model categories.
(6) If B is cofibrant in AlgCommpAMod q then the functor
B bA ´ : AMod Ñ BMod
preserves equivalences.
Theorem 3.21. Let pE ,b,Hom, kq be a monoidal elementary exact category. Suppose that count-
able coproducts are admissibly coexact and countable products are admissibly exact. Let R P
AlgPpChpEq. Then RMod pChpEqq is an HA context.
By [TTV08] Section 1.2 a homotopical algebra context has sufficient structure to define the
relative cotangent complex of a map f : AÑ B in AlgCommpM q. Let us briefly recall the discussion
here. For a commutative monoid B write AlgaugCommpBMod q ..“ AlgCommpBMod q
L
B for the category of
augmented commutative B-algebras. There is an adjunction
K : AlgCommnupBMod qÕ AlgaugCommpBMod q :I
where K is the trivial extension functor and I sends an algebra C to the kernel of the map C Ñ B.
This is both an equivalence of categories and a Quillen equivalence of model categories. There is
also a Quillen adjunction
Q: AlgCommnupBMod qÕ BMod :Z
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where QpCq is defined by the pushout
C bB C

// C

‚ // QpCq
and Z just equips a module M with the trivial non-unital commutative monoid structure. Now
given a map f : AÑ B in AlgCommpEq we define the relative cotangent complex by
L
B
L
A
..“ LQRIpB bLA Bq
It is shown in [TTV08] that L
B
L
A
corepresents the functor of p8, 1q-categories
BModÑ sSet, M ÞÑMapAlgCommpAMod q
L
B
pB,B ˙Mq
where B˙M is the square-zero extension of B by M (see Section 1.3). Here Map is the simplicial
mapping space. We also write LB ..“ LBLk. Now let C be any A-algebra and consider the category
AlgCommpAMod q
L
C. There is a functor
AlgCommpAMod q
L
C Ñ CMod, B ÞÑ LBLA bLB C
It is left adjoint to the functor sending a C-module M to the square zero extension C ˙M . When
C “ A “ k so that AlgCommpAMod q
L
k “ AlgaugComm we denote this functor by L0. We will make use
of the following facts which constitute Proposition 1.2.1.6 in [TTV08].
Proposition 3.22. (1) Let f : A Ñ B and g : B Ñ C be morphisms of algebras. Then there
is a homotopy cofiber sequence in CMod .
L
B
L
A
bLB C Ñ LCLA Ñ LCLB
(2) If
A

// B

A1 // B1
is a homotopy pushout in AlgCommpEq then the natural map LBLA bLB B1 Ñ LB1LA1 is an
equivalence.
Proposition 3.23. There is a natural equivalence of functors L0pAq – LkLAr1s, where LkLAr1s is
the suspension of L
k
L
A
.
Proof. Consider the composition k Ñ AÑ k We get a homotopy cofiber sequence
L0pAq Ñ 0 Ñ LkLA
This proves the claim. 
Note that in the context of an elementary Koszul category, the suspension functor coincides with
the shift functor.
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For cofibrant algebras we have the following result. The proof for vector spaces over a field is
standard (for more general operads it can be found in Section 12.3.19, [LV12]), and goes through
with minor modifications.
Proposition 3.24. Let AÑ k be a cofibrant augmented algebra. Then L0pAq – cokerpI b I Ñ Iq
where I “ KerpAÑ kq is the augmentation ideal.
Proof. Since A is a cofibrant we may assume everything is underived. We need to show that the
functor sending A to the k-module cokerpI b I Ñ Iq is left adjoint to the square-zero extension
functor. Let f : A Ñ k ˙ M be map of augmented algebras. This induces a map I Ñ M of
augmentation ideals which clearly descends to a map f˜ : cokerpI b I Ñ Iq Ñ M . Conversely
suppose we are given a map g : cokerpIbI Ñ Iq ÑM . Consider the map of modules A – kš I Ñ
k
š
I
L
I2 Ñ kšM . This is in fact a map of algebras A Ñ k ˙M . These maps on hom sets are
inverse, realising the adjunction. 
Corollary 3.25. If A is a cofibrant augmented algebra then the unit of the adjunction
L0 : AlgaugComm Õ kMod :k ˙ p´q
is the natural map
AÑ k ˙ cokerpI b I Ñ Iq
3.3.2. Homotopy Pushouts in Koszul Categories. As is evident from results quoted in the previous
section, knowing how to compute homotopy pushouts might help with computing relative cotangent
complexes. Let us see how to do this in a projective Q-Koszul category by using Lemma 3.8. First
let us give a general definition and technical proposition.
Definition 3.26. A map f : AÑ B of commutative algebras in a model category M is said to be
K-flat if B is K-flat as an A-module.
Proposition 3.27. Suppose that M is a monoidal model category such that the transferred model
structure exists on AlgCommpM q, and cofibrations between cofibrant objects in AlgCommpM q are K-flat.
The homotopy pushout of a diagram
A

// B
C
is equivalent in M (in fact as a pB,Cq-bimodule) to B bLA C. In particular if B bLA C Ñ B bA C
is an equivalence then B bA C is a homotopy pushout of the diagram.
Proof. Let
A˜

// B˜

C˜ // P
be a diagram presenting the homotopy pushout of the diagram. There are equivalences A Ñ A˜,
B Ñ B˜, and C Ñ C˜. Moreover we may assume that A˜, B˜ and C˜ are cofibrant and that A˜Ñ B˜ is
a cofibration. Then
P – B˜ bA˜ C˜ – B˜ bLA˜ C˜ – B bLA C

In projective Koszul categories the conditions of Proposition 3.27 are satisfied.
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Proposition 3.28. Let B be an object in M . Suppose that B “ limÑIBi where I is a filtered
category, and each Bi Ñ Bj is a pure monomorphism with K-flat cokernel. Then B is K-flat.
Proof. Let f : M Ñ N be an equivalence in M . Then
IdB bL f – limÑI pIdBibLqf – limÑIIdBi bL f – limÑIIdBi b f – IdB b f

Corollary 3.29. Let M be a Q-Koszul category, and let f : A Ñ B be in SullCommpM ;Gq, where
tGiuiPI consists of flat objects. Then f is K-flat.
Proof. As an A-module, B is a retract of Abα SpV q for some K-flat complex V . Without loss of
generality we may assume that B – Abα SpV q. Endow Abα SpV q with the filtration induced by
the grading on SpV q by n-th symmetric powers. This is a filtration by pure monomorphisms in the
category AMod pM q. The associated graded module is Ab SpV q. Since V is K-flat SpV q is as well.
Therefore A b SpV q is free on a K-flat object of M , and so is a K-flat object of AMod pM q. This
suffices to prove the claim. 
Corollary 3.30. If M is projective Q-Koszul then cofibrations in AlgCommpM q are K-flat maps.
The utility of this corollary is that in projective Q-Koszul categories we can compute cotangent
complexes very easily.
Proposition 3.31. Let M be a projective Q-Koszul category. Let A be a G-Sullivan model where
G consists of flat objects. Then L0pAq – I
L
I2.
Proof. We break the proof into several steps. First suppose that A – SpV q is free on a K-flat
complex V . Pick a cofibrant resolution W Ñ V of V . Then SpW q Ñ SpV q is a weak equivalence.
Thus L0pSpV qq – L0pSpW qq –W – V .
Now let A P AlgCommpM q and suppose that L0pAq – V Let f : X Ñ Y be a map in preCellpGq.
Consider the pushout
SpXq

// A

SpY q // A1
Since SpXq Ñ SpY q is a K-flat map by Proposition 3.29 the diagram above is a homotopy pushout.
Therefore the diagram
X

// I
L
I2

Y // L0pA1q
is a homotopy pushout diagram in M . Since X Ñ Y is an admissible monomorphism, this is
in fact just presented by the normal pushout diagram by Proposition 7.5 in [Kel18]. The functor
pAÑ kq ÞÑ cokerpIbI Ñ Iq is a left adjoint so commutes with colimits. Therefore L0pA1q – I 1
L
I 12.
Now let λ be an ordinal, and let F : λÑ AlgCommpM q be a functor such that each algebra Aj ..“ F pjq
satisfies L0pAjq – Ij
L
I2j , and each map Ai Ñ Aj is a pure monomorphism in M . The functor
limÑ : FunPureMonpλ,AlgCommq Ñ AlgComm is exact and commutes with colimits. Therefore
L0plimÑAjq – limÑL0pAjq – limÑIj
L
I2j – I
L
I2
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where I is the augmentation ideal of A. The last step follows since b commutes with colimits, and
because the map limÑIj Ñ I is an isomorphism, which follows from Proposition 2.11 and the fact
that the functor limÑ : FunPureMonpλ,M q Ñ M is exact. 
3.3.3. Formal Completions and Cotangent Complexes. Let A P AlgCommpM q be G-triangulated,
A “ limÑně0SpVnq. There is a morphism SpV0q Ñ A in AlgCommpM q. Consider the commutative
monoid SˆpV0q ..“ ś8n“0 SymnpV0q. There is a morphism of R-modules SpV0q Ñ SˆpV0q. We define
the algebra Aˆ to be the pushout Aˆ ..“ SˆpV0qbSpV0qA. Note that in general this construction depends
on the presentation of A as a G-triangulated object.
Definition 3.32. Let M “ RMod pChpEqq be Q-Koszul category. We say that an object V of M is
decent if there is an equivalence
L
SˆpV q
L
SpV q bLSˆpV q R – 0
in M .
Proposition 3.33. Let M be a projective Q-Koszul category , and let A be a G-triangulated com-
mutative algebra, where G consists of flat objects. If V0 is decent then the map L0pAq Ñ L0pAˆq is
an equivalence.
Proof. Consider the homotopy cofibre sequence
L
Aˆ
L
A
bL
Aˆ
RÑ L0pAqr1s Ñ L0pAˆqr1s
We claim that L
Aˆ
L
A
bL
Aˆ
R – 0, which would prove the result. Now using Corollary 3.34 and
Proposition 3.22 gives that L
SˆpV0q
L
SpV0q b
L
SˆpV q Aˆ – LAˆLA. Therefore
L
SˆpV0q
L
SpV0q b
L
SˆpV q R – LAˆLA bLAˆ R
Since V0 is decent the term on the left is equivalent to 0. 
Proposition 3.34. Suppose that G consists of flat objects. Then Aˆ is the homotopy pushout of the
diagram
SpV0q //

SˆpV0q
A
Proof. The map SpV0q Ñ A is clearly in SullpM ;Gq and is therefore K-flat. By Proposition 3.27
the claim follows. 
Let us give our main example of this construction, suppose that M “ RMod pChpEqq where R
is non-negatively graded. Let A be quasi-free on an object of the form R b V , where V is a G-
non-negatively graded complex in ChpEq such that each Vn is in G. A is G-non-negatively graded.
After forgetting differentials, the underlying algebra of A is
SRpRb V q – Rb SpV q – Rb SpV0q b SpV
L
V0q
where SRpRbV q denotes the free commutative algebra taken in RMod pChpEqq. Then after forget-
ting differentials
Aˆ – SˆRpRb V0q b SpV
L
V0q
We claim that under certain circumstances this is isomorphic to SˆRpRb V q.
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Definition 3.35. Let M be a complete monoidal category and let O be a class of objects in M . An
object V of M is said to be weakly ℵ1-filtered relative to O if the canonical map V bś8n“1pWnq Ñś8
n“1pV bWN q is an isomorphism for any countable collection tWnu of objects of O. If O “ ObpM q
then V is said to be weakly ℵ1-filtered.
The following is clear:
Proposition 3.36. Let O be a class of objects in a complete additive monoidal category M .
(1) If W is a summand of an object V which is weakly ℵ1-filtered relative to O then W is weakly
ℵ1-filtered relative to O.
(2) If V is weakly ℵ1-filtered relative to O, and W is weakly ℵ1-filtered relative to V b O ..“
tV bO : O P Ou, then W b V is weakly ℵ1-filtered relative to O.
Example 3.37. (1) If M “ RMod for R a ring, then any weakly ℵ1-filtered colimit of finitely
presented R-modules is weakly ℵ1-filtered. In particular if R is Noetherian, then any Noe-
therian R-module V is weakly ℵ1-filtered. Indeed any R-module is the colimit of its finitely
generated R-submodules. The Noetherian condition on R implies that such submodules are
finitely presented, and hence weakly ℵ1-filtered. The Noetherian condition on V implies that
this colimit is weakly ℵ1-filtered.
(2) If M “ RMod pIndpBanRqq or M “ RMod pCBornRqq for R a Banach ring, then Corollary
3.65 in [BBBK18] says that any binuclear bornological Fréchet space is weakly ℵ1-filtered
relative to the class of all bornological Fréchet spaces.
Definition 3.38. Let M “ RMod pChEq. For an object V of ChpEq we denote by Rb V b b V sym
the collection of objects in M : tRi b pV bmqj b pSymnpV qqk : m,n P N, i, j, k P Zu
Proposition 3.39. Let A P AlgCommpM q be quasi-free on an object V “
À8
n“0 Viris P GrN0pEq.
Consider the presentation of A as a G-triangulated algebra A “ limÑAn where the underlying
graded algebra of An is SpR bÀni“0 Viq. Suppose that for all 0 ď i ă 8 Vi is weakly ℵ1-filtered
relative to Rb V b b V sym. Then the natural map of graded objects AˆÑ SˆRpRb V0q b SpV
L
V0q is
an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the graded object.
SˆRpRbV q “
8ź
n“0
RbSymnpV q –
8ź
n“0
Rb à
i`j“n
SymipV0qbSymjpV
L
V0q –
8ź
n“0
nà
j“0
pRbSymn´jpV0qqbSymjpV
L
V0q
This is isomorphic to
8à
j“0
8ź
n“j
ppRb Symn´jpV0qq b SymjpV
L
V0qq
By the ℵ1 condition this is isomorphic to
8à
j“0
p
8ź
n“j
RbSymn´jpV0qqbSymjpV
L
V0q –
8à
j“0
SˆRpRbV0qbSymjpV
L
V0q – SˆRpRbV0qbSpV
L
V0q

4. Cooperadic Koszul Duality
4.1. Filtered Cooperads and Filtered Coalgebras. The homotopy theory of coalgebras is
much more involved. For the purposes of Koszul duality we need to consider filtered cooperads
and filtered co-algebras over them. In many cases of interest, such as C “ coCommnu the filtration
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is induced by a weight grading, C “ À8n“0 Cn. The category FiltPureMonpM q is not in general
a symmetric monoidal category, but for our purposes this is not a problem. Rather we make the
following definition.
Definition 4.1. A filtered cooperad is an object C “ ppCqtop, γn, cnq of FiltΣPureMonpMod ΣpM qq
together with a cooperad structure on pCqtop such that
(1) C ˝ns C is exhaustively and admissibly filtered and has admissibly filtered coinvariants.
(2) the maps pCqtop Ñ pCqtop ˝ pCqtop and pCqtop Ñ I preserve filtrations, where I is endowed
with the trivial filtration.
Note it follows that C ˝ C is also exhaustively filtered. For posterity we will also define filtered
operads.
Definition 4.2. A filtered operad is an object P “ ppPqtop, γn, cnq of FiltΣPureMonpMod ΣpM qq
together with an operad structure on pPqtop such that
(1) pPqtop ˝ns pPqtop is exhaustively and admissibly filtered and has admissibly filtered coinvari-
ants.
(2) the maps pPqtop ˝ pPqtop Ñ pPqtop and pPqtop Ñ I are maps of filtered objects, where I is
endowed with the trivial filtration.
Filtered cooperads and filtered operads obviously arrange into categories. which we denote by
coOppFiltPureMonpM qq and OppFiltPureMonpM qq respectively.
Definition 4.3. Let C “ ppCqtop, γn, cnq be a filtered cooperad. A conilpotent filtered C-coalgebra
is an object ppAqtop, αn, anq of FiltPureMonpM q, together with a conilpotent pCqtop-coalgebra structure
on pAqtop such that
(1) pCqtop ˝ns pAqtop is exhaustively and admissibly filtered and has admissible coinvariants.
(2) the map pAqtop Ñ pCqtop ˝ pAqtop is a map of filtered objects.
Filtrations on coalgebras are often induced by the filtration on C in the following precise sense.
If C P coAlg pCqtoppM q then M can be equipped with a canonical induced filtration, where Cn is
given by the following pullback
Cn

// C
∆

CnpCq // CˆpCq
The following results are clear.
Proposition 4.4. If the induced filtration is exhaustive then C is conilpotent.
Proposition 4.5. (1) If the underlying filtered Σ-module of C is a retract of a free Σ-module on
an object of FiltSplitMonpGrN0pM qq then the first condition in Definition 4.1 is superfluous.
(2) If the underlying Σ-module of C is a retract of a free Σ-module on an object of FiltSplitMonpGrN0pM qq,
and the filtration on a pCqtop-coalgebra A arises from a grading, then the first condition of
Definition 4.3 is automatically satisfied.
Again conilpotent filtered coalgebras arrange into a category. We denote it by coAlg conilC . Note
that there are obvious functors p´qtop : coOppFiltPureMonpM qq Ñ coOppM q and p´qtop : coAlg conilC Ñ
coAlg conilpCqtoppM q. The point of all these technical assumptions on filtered cooperads and filtered
co-algebras is essentially that we can pass to associated graded objects without much hassle
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Proposition 4.6. Let C P coOppFiltPureMonpM qq and A P coAlg conilC . Then the natural maps
grpCq ˝ grpCq Ñ grpC ˝ Cq and grpCq ˝ grpAq Ñ grpC ˝Aq are isomorphisms. In particular grpCq is
a (graded) cooperad and grpAq is a (graded) grpCq-coalgebra.
For a class of objects O of M we denote by coAlg |O|C the the full subcategory of coAlg
conil
C consisting
of coalgebras A such that for each n P N0, grnpAq is in O. Typically O will either be the class of
K-flat objects or the class c of cofibrant objects. In the former case we will denote this category
by coAlg |K|C and in the latter case by coAlg
|c|
C . Similarly for a class of objects O of Mod Σ we define
categories coOp|O|FiltPureMonpM q. By unwinding the definitions the following is clear:
Proposition 4.7. Let O be a class of objects in M which is closed under taking tensor products.
Let Σ bO denote the class of objects of Mod Σ consisting of Σ-modules which in each arity n are
free Σn-modules on an object of O. Let pC,∆q P coOp|ΣbO|FiltPureMonpM q. Then for any object V
of O, CpV q is in coAlg |O|C .
4.2. The Bar-Cobar Adjunction. We now develop the homotopy theory of C-coalgebras, and
see how it behaves under the bar-cobar adjunction.
Definition 4.8. A morphism f : C Ñ D of filtered C-coalgebras is said to be a weak equivalence
(resp. cofibration) if the underlying map |f | of filtered complexes is a weak equivalence (resp.
cofibration). f is said to be a strict cofibration if it is a cofibration and after forgetting differentials
|f | is a split monomorphism of filtered objects. f is said to be a fibration if it has the right lifting
property with respect to those maps which are both strict cofibrations and weak equivalences.
Let P be a filtered operad and C a filtered co-operad. For the rest of this paper we shall assume
that that the following condition is satisfied.
Assumptions 4.9. For each n P N0 and any p1, q1, . . . , pl, ql P N0, when equipped with the tensor
product filtration, the object pCp1 ˝ns Pq1 ˝ns . . . ˝ns Cpl ˝ns Pqlqpnq is in FiltKPureMonpM q and has
admissible coinvariants.
The assumption is always satisfied if P and C are retracts of free Σ-modules on filtered objects
whose filtrations arise from gradings. It has the following immediate implication, using Proposition
2.43
Proposition 4.10. For each n P N0 and any p1, q1, . . . , pl, ql P N0 the map
grpCqp1 ˝ grpPqq1 ˝ . . . ˝ grpCplq ˝ grpPqlq Ñ grpCp1 ˝Pq1 ˝ . . . ˝ Cpl ˝Pqlq
is an isomorphism
Let α : CÑ P be a filtered twisting morphism, i.e. a degree ´1 map of filtered objects such that
pαqtop is a twisting morphism. Further suppose that P is an admissible operad which is K-flat as
a Σ-module. Fix a twisting morphism
α : CÑ P
where C P coOppFiltKPureMonpM qq, and consider the category coAlg |K|C . Let coAlg |K|,α´admC denote the
subcategory of coAlg |K|C consisting of those filtered coalgebras C such that for any n the filtration
on
pP ˝ns C ˝ns Pqpnq b Cbn
is exhaustive, admissible, and has admissible coinvariants. Note that if M “ RChpEq where E is
abelian then this last condition is automatic.
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Example 4.11. Let V be an object of M . If, after forgetting differentials and the coalgebra structure
a C-coalgebra C is isomorphic C ˝ V with the filtration FnC ˝ V “ pFnCq ˝ V , then C is in
coAlg |K|,α´admC .
This is in fact our main example.
The following is clear, and is the main reasons behind the technical definition.
Proposition 4.12. If C P coAlg |K|,α´admC then the maps
(1) grpPq ˝ grpCq Ñ grpP ˝ Cq
(2) grpCq ˝ grpPq ˝ grpCq Ñ grpC ˝P ˝ Cq
(3) grpPq ˝ grpCq ˝ grpPq ˝ grpCq Ñ grpP ˝ C ˝P ˝ Cq
are isomorphisms.
We denote by Ωfiltα the composite functor
coAlg conilC
p´qtop// coAlg pCqtop
Ωα // AlgP
and by Bfiltα : AlgP Ñ coAlg conilC the functor which sends a P-algebra A to the coalgebra ΩαA
equipped with the filtration Cn ˝A. For good homotopical properties, we shall need to assume that
our twisting morphism satisfies the property that α|F0C “ 0. Throughout the rest of this paper we
shall assume this. Our discussion in Section 3.8 allows us to generalise Proposition 2.8 of [Val14].
Proposition 4.13. Let pC,∆Cq and pC 1,∆C1q be filtered C-coalgebras, and let i : C 1 Ñ C be strict
filtered cofibration of coalgebras. Suppose grp∆Cq|À
ně1 grnpCq factors through grpC 1q. Then Ωαpiq
is a cofibration of P-algebras.
Proof. After forgetting differentials there is an isomorphism C – C 1 ‘ E where E is cofibrant.
ΩαC – PpC 1q
ž
PpEq
Under the decomposition C – C 1 ‘ E, dC is the sum of three degree ´1 maps
dC1 : C
1 Ñ C 1, dE : E Ñ E,α : E Ñ C 1
By the assumption on grp∆Cq the composition
β : E // // C
∆C // CpCq αpCq // PpCq
inducing the twisted differential on ΩαC factors through PpC 1q. Thus ΩαC 1 Ñ ΩαC is given by
the standard cofibration ΩαC 1 ΩαC 1
š
α`β PpEq which is a cofibration by Lemma 3.8 
Now we are able to give analogues of [Val14] Theorem 2.9.
Theorem 4.14. (1) Ωfiltα sends weak equivalences in coAlg
|K|,α´adm
C to weak equivalences in
AlgP
(2) If C P coAlg |K|,α´admC then Ωfiltα pCq P Alg |K|P .
(3) If A P Alg |K|P then Bfiltα pAq P coAlg |K|,α´admC . If f : A Ñ B is a weak equivalence in Alg |K|P
then Bfiltα pfq is a weak equivalence.
(4) If M is hereditary Koszul and the underlying filtered Σ-module of C is filtered cofibrant then
Bfiltα sends cofibrations between objects in Alg
|c|
P to cofibrations in coAlg
|K|,α´adm
C .
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(5) If M is hereditary Koszul the cobar construction Ωfiltα sends strict cofibrations in coAlg
|K|,α´adm
C
to cofibrations in AlgP.
Proof. (1) Let f : C Ñ D be a filtered quasi-isomorphism of objects in coAlg |K|,α´admC . Consider
the following filtration on ΩαpCq “ pPpCq, d1 ` d2q:
FnΩαC “
ÿ
kě1, n1`...`nkďn
Ppkq bΣk pFn1C b . . .b FnkCq
Recall that d1 “ dP˝IdC`P˝1dC . Now dP˝IdC lowers the filtration and by inspecting the
formula defining d2 it lowers the filtration. Thus grpΩαpCqq – pPpgrpCqqq. By assumption
grpfq : grpCq Ñ grpDq is a weak-equivalence of graded objects. Hence grpΩαfq “ Ppgrpfqq
is a weak-equivalence. Hence Ωαf is a quasi-isomorphism.
(2) Let C P coAlg |K|C . Consider filtration on Ωfiltα pCq from the previous part. First note that
grpΩαpCqq – PpCq. Therefore it suffices to show that the underlying complex of PpCq is
K-flat. But this is just a coproduct of tensor products of K-flat objects, so it is clearly
K-flat.
(3) The filtration on the underlying graded object of BαA is given by
pBαAqn “ Cn ˝A
Its differential is given by the sum dC˝IdA`IdC˝1dA`d2 where d2 is the unique coderivation
extending the map
C ˝A α˝IdA// P ˝A γA // A
The formula defining this coderivation implies that d2 lowers the filtration. By assumption
dC ˝ IdA also lowers the filtration. So
grpBαfq “ grpCqpfq : pgrpCqpAq, IdgrpCq ˝1 dAq Ñ pgrpCqpAq, IdgrpCq ˝1 dAq
which is a graded quasi-isomorphism between graded K-flat objects.
(4) Let f : A Ñ B be a cofibration between P-algebras whose underlying objects of M are
cofibrant. We need to show that grpBfiltα pfqq is a cofibration. But as above grpBfiltα pfqq –
grpCqpfq. Since C is filtered cofibrant, grpCq is filtered cofibrant. Moreover f has cofi-
brant domain and codomain. Hence the underlying map of grpCqpfq is a tensor product of
cofibrations with cofibrant domain and codomain, so is a cofibration.
(5) Ωα preserves weak equivalences by definition. Now let f : C Ñ D be a strict cofibration of
C-coalgebras with cokernel E. For any n P N consider the sub-coalgebra of D defined by
Drns “ fpCq ` Fn´1D ..“ ImpC ‘ Fn´1D Ñ Dq
for n ě 1 and
Dr0s “ C
Let us first check that Drns Ñ Drn`1s is an admissible monomorphism with cofibrant cok-
ernel. Let g : D Ñ E be the cokernel of f . We claim that cokerpDrns Ñ Drn`1sq “ grnpEq.
Since E is a cofibrant object of FiltpM q this proves the claim. Let us first show that the map
C ‘ FnD Ñ D is admissible. It is sufficient to show that it is admissible after forgetting
the differentials. In this case D – C ‘ E, as filtered objects. and we have the following
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commutative diagram
C ‘ FnD //
„

// D
„

C ‘ FnC ‘ FnE // C ‘ E
The bottom map is clearly admissible, so the top one is as well. Consider the map
p0, gnq : C ‘ FnD  grnpEq
C ‘ FnD “ FnC is contained in its kernel, so we get a well defined map
C ` FnD Ñ grnpEq
which is an admissible epimorphism. We claim that its kernel is the map
Drns Ñ Drn`1s
Again we may ignore differentials. Then in the direct sum composition this map corresponds
to the inclusion
C ‘ Fn´1E ãÑ C ‘ FnE
which clearly has cokernel equal to grnpEq. We endow Drns with the following filtration.
FkD
rns “
#
Drks if k ď n
Drns if n ě k
We have shown that with this filtration Drns is an object of coAlg |K|C . Moreover each of the
maps Drns Ñ Drn`1s satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.13. Therefore each of the maps
ΩαD
rns Ñ ΩαDrn`1s. Therefore the map ΩαC “ ΩαDr0s Ñ ΩαD is a transfinite composition of
cofibrations, and is therefore a cofibration. 
4.2.1. Restricted Bar-Cobar Adjunctions. Let α : C Ñ P be a filtered twisting morphism. We
denote by coAlg |K
f |,α´adm
C the full subcategory of coAlg
conil
pCqtop consisting of coalgebras which are in
the image of the functor p´qtop : coAlg |K|,α´admC Ñ coAlg conilpCqtop . Similarly we define the category
coAlg |c
f |,α´adm
C .
Definition 4.15. Let α : C Ñ P be a twisting morphism. A morphism f in Alg |Kf |,α´admC is said
to be an
(1) α-weak equivalence if Ωαf is a weak equivalence in AlgP.
(2) pre-cofibration if there is a strict cofibration f˜ in Alg |K|,α´admC such that pf˜qtop “ f .
(3) cofibration if it is a finite composition of pre-cofibrations
(4) an α-fibration is map which has the right lifting property with respect to those maps which
are both cofibrations and α-weak equivalences.
Note that if M is projective Koszul then the condition that a cofibration be split after forgetting
differentials is superfluous.
The next result follows immediately from Theorem 4.14.
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Proposition 4.16. The bar-cobar adjunction restricts to adjunctions of relative categories.
Ωα : coAlg
|cf |,α´adm
C Õ Alg
|c|
P :Bα
Ωα : coAlg
|Kf |,α´adm
C Õ Alg
|K|
P :Bα
If in addition M is hereditary Koszul, it restricts to an adjunction of relative categories
Ωα : coAlg
|cf |,α´adm
C Õ Alg
c
P :Bα
Moreover in this case Ωα sends cofibrations to cofibrations, and Bα sends fibrations to α-fibrations.
4.3. Koszul Morphisms. In this section we are going to discuss twisting morphisms α, called
Koszul morphisms, for which the relative adjunctions of Proposition 4.16 are relative equivalences.
Essentially we shall set up the necessary technical machinery so that we can generalise the proof in
[Val14] of Theorem 2.1 parts (1) and (3) (and also some of the proofs in [HM12]) to exact categories.
As will become clear, some of the proof goes through with only minor modifications, while some
requires significant effort to generalise. We shall assume from now on that C is coaugmented.
Moreover we shall assume that there is an augmented operad P˜ P OppFiltKPureMonpM qq such that
P “ pP˜qtop. The filtration is a technical condition, and we will not need to consider filtrations on
algebras over P. From now on we shall identify P with P˜.
Now let α : CÑ P be a degree ´1-map of filtered objects such that |α|filt is a twisting morphism.
Then we may regard C ˝α P and P ˝α C as filtered complexes. Let C be the kernel of C Ñ I, and
P the cokernel of I Ñ P. Then as filtered objects we have C – I ‘ C and P – I ‘P. Then
C ˝P – I ‘ C‘P‘ C ˝P
and
P ˝ C – I ‘P‘ C‘P ˝ C
In particular there are filtered maps
C ˝PÑ I, I Ñ P ˝ C
and
P ˝ C ˝PÑ P
Proposition 4.17. Let α : C Ñ P be a twisting morphism. Suppose that it preserves filtrations
and that α|F0C “ 0, dC|F0C “ 0, and dP|F0P “ 0. Then the maps
C ˝PÑ I, I Ñ P ˝ C, P ˝ C ˝PÑ P
induce maps of complexes
C ˝α PÑ I, I Ñ P ˝α C, P ˝α C ˝α PÑ P
Proof. We prove it for the first map, the second and third being similar. It suffices to show that dα
preserves the kernel of the augmentation. Since α preserves the filtrations it suffices to show that
dC˝αP|F0C˝αP “ 0. But this is clear from the assumptions. 
Proposition 4.18. Let α : C Ñ P be a twisting morphism as above. Suppose that α|F0C “ 0,
dC|F0C “ 0, and dP|F0P “ 0. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) P ˝α C ˝α PÑ P is a filtered weak equivalence.
(2) C ˝α PÑ I is a filtered weak equivalence.
(3) I Ñ P ˝α C is a filtered weak equivalence.
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Proof. Let us show 1 ô 2. Suppose that P ˝α C ˝α P Ñ P is a filtered weak equivalence. The
map grpC ˝α Pq Ñ grpIq is a retract of grpP ˝α C ˝α Pq Ñ grpPq and is therefore a graded weak
equivalence. Conversely suppose that grpC ˝α Pq Ñ I is a graded weak equivalence. It suffices to
show that the map grpP ˝α C ˝α Pq Ñ grpPq is a graded equivalence. Consider the filtration on
grpP ˝α C ˝α Pq given by
FngrpP ˝α C ˝α Pq “
ÿ
k`lďn
grpPq ˝ grkpCq ˝ grlpPq
The associated graded of this filtration is grpPq ˝ pC ˝α Pq. Since the map grpC ˝α Pq Ñ I is a
graded weak equivalence, the map grpPq ˝ pC ˝α Pq Ñ grpPq is a graded weak equivalence.
Now let us show 1 ô 3. Suppose that P ˝α C ˝αPÑ P is a filtered weak equivalence. Consider
the map grpPq Ñ grpP ˝α C ˝α Pq. The composition grpPq Ñ grpP ˝α C ˝α Pq Ñ grpPq is the
identity. Therefore grpPq Ñ grpP ˝α C ˝α Pq is a graded weak equivalence. Now notice that the
map I Ñ grpP ˝α Cq is a retract of the map grpPq Ñ grpP ˝α C ˝α Pq, and is therefore a graded
weak equivalence. Conversely suppose that I Ñ grpP ˝α Cq is a graded weak equivalence. Consider
the filtration on P ˝α C ˝α P given on the underlying graded object by
FngrpP ˝ C ˝Pq “
ÿ
k`lďn
grkpPq ˝ grlpCq ˝ grpPq
The associated graded is grpP ˝α Cq ˝ grpPq. Since the map I Ñ grpP ˝α Cq is a graded weak
equivalence, the map grpPq Ñ grpP ˝α Cq ˝ grpPq is as well. Hence the map grpP ˝α Cq ˝ grpPq Ñ
grpPq is itself a weak equivalence. 
We are now ready to define Koszul morphisms.
Definition 4.19. A twisting morphism is said to be Koszul if
(1) Assumption 4.9 is satisfied.
(2) P is admissible and the differential dP lowers the filtration.
(3) C is in coOp|K|, and the differential lowers the filtration.
(4) α induces a morphism of filtered objects, and α|F0C “ 0.
(5) P ˝α C ˝α PÑ P is a filtered weak equivalence.
On its face this looks somewhat different to the usual definition from [Val14]. However when E
is the category of vector spaces over some field k then the definitions agree. Indeed in this case the
first three conditions are automatic.
4.3.1. Examples of Koszul Morphisms. Before we proceed to Koszul duality for Koszul morphisms,
let us make sure we have some examples. When E is the category of vector spaces over some field
k then there are many known examples. It turns out we can bootstrap these .
Proposition 4.20. Let α : CÑ P be a Koszul morphism in ChpkVectq. Let M be a Koszul category
with unit R which is enriched over k. Then
Rrαs : RrCs Ñ RrPs
is a Koszul morphism in M .
Proof. Together with Proposition 1.31, this follows immediately from the fact that R b p´q is a
strong monoidal, kernel and cokernel preserving functor whose image consists of cofibrant objects.

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In particular if k “ Q, and κ : Sc bH coCommÑ Lie is the canonical Koszul morphism in QMod
then we get a Koszul morphism
Sc bH pRb coCommq – // Rb pSc bH coCommq Rbα // Rb Lie
in M . This generalises classical Koszul duality between Lie algebras and cocommutative coalgebras
to arbitrary Q-Koszul categories.
Proposition 4.21. Let V be an object in Mod ΣpM q and consider the twisting morphism
α : TcpV r1sq Ñ V r1s Ñ V Ñ TpV q
from Example 1.34. Let us suppose that V “ R b V0 where V0 is an object of Mod ΣpChpEqq
concentrated in homological degree 0 and arity 1. Finally suppose that M is enriched over Q.
(1) If V is K-flat then TpV q has K-flat entries.
(2) The map TcpV r1sq ˝α TpV q Ñ R is a homotopy equivalence.
(3) TpV q and TcpV r1sq are equipped with filtrations such that the differentials on TpV q and
TcpV r1sq lower the filtration, and α preserves the filtration. Moreover TcpV r1sq P coOp|K|.
In particular if V is K-flat then α is a Koszul morphism.
Proof. The only non-trivial claim is the second one. By Proposition 4.20 it suffices to prove the
claim for R “ k where k is the unit of E . The proof of Proposition 3.4.13 in [LV12] works mutatis
mutandis in the setting of ChpEq. 
Remark 4.22. We expect that without much effort, the condition that M is enriched over Q and V
is concentrated in arity 1 can be removed. However for our purposes we do not need such a general
result.
4.4. An Equivalence of p8, 1q-Categories. In this section we are going to prove our first version
of Koszul duality. Namely we will show the following.
Theorem 4.23 (Koszul Duality). Let M be a Koszul category, and α : CÑ P a Koszul morphism
in M . The bar-cobar adjunction induces an adjoint equivalence of p8, 1q-categories
Ωα : coAlg
|Kf |,α´adm
C Õ AlgP :Bα
This shall in fact follow from the result below, using Proposition 3.19 and Proposition 2.49.
Proposition 4.24. Let α be a Koszul morphism. Then the adjunctions of relative categories.
Ωα : coAlg
|cf |,α´adm
C Õ Alg
|c|
P :Bα
Ωα : coAlg
|Kf |,α´adm
C Õ Alg
|K|
P :Bα
are relative equivalences. If M is hereditary Koszul then
Ωα : coAlg
|cf |,α´adm
C Õ Alg
c
P :Bα
is a relative equivalence.
We have the following generalisation of [Val14] Theorem 2.6 (2) we have the following. Some of
the techniques used in the following Proposition are similar to those in [HM12] Proposition 5.1.5.
Proposition 4.25. Let α be a Koszul morphism and C P coAlg |K|,α´admC . Then there exists a
filtration on BαΩαC such that the unit ναpCq : C Ñ BαΩαC is a filtered weak equivalence.
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Proof. On underlying graded objects, the unit is the composition
C
∆C // CpCq – C ˝ I ˝ C // // C ˝P ˝ C
Both of these maps are clearly admissible monomorphisms. Let us now show that ναpCq is an
α-weak equivalence. Consider the filtration on ΩαC given by
FnΩαC “
ÿ
kě1,m`n1`...`nkďn
FmPpkq bΣk pFn1C b . . .b FnkCq
and the one on ΩαBαΩαC given by
FnΩαBαΩαC “
ÿ
kě1,p`q`m`n1`...`nkďn
pFpP ˝ FqC ˝ FmPqpkq bΣk pFn1C b . . .b FnkCq
ΩαpναpCqq preserves these filtrations. Passing to associated graded objects gives
grpΩαpναpCqqq : grpΩαCq Ñ grpΩαBαΩαCq
The underlying object on the left-hand side is grpPq ˝ grpCq and the underlying object on the
right-hand side is grpP ˝ C ˝Pq ˝ grpCq. Now consider the filtration on grpΩαCq given by
FngrpΩαCq “
ÿ
kě1,n1`...`nkďn
grpPpkqq b grn1pCq b . . .b grnkpCq
and the filtration on grpΩαBαΩαCq given by
FngrpΩαBαΩαCq “
ÿ
kě1,n1`...`nkďn
grpP ˝ C ˝Pqpkq bΣk pgrn1pCq b . . .b grnkpCqq
Then grpΩαpναpCqqq preserves these filtrations. The associated graded of the filtration on grpΩαCq
is grpPq ˝ grpCq, and the associated graded of the filtration on grpΩαBαΩαCq is grpP ˝α C ˝αPq ˝
grpCq. Denote by g˜rpΩαpναpCqqq the associated graded of grpΩαpναpCqqq. The composite
grpPq ˝ grpCq g˜rpΩαpναpCqqq // grpP ˝α C ˝α Pq ˝ grpCq // grpPq ˝ grpCq
is the identity. The map grpP ˝α C ˝α Pq ˝ grpCq Ñ grpPq ˝ grpCq is a weak equivalence. By the
2-out-of-3 property g˜rpΩαpναpCqqq is an equivalence. Therefore ΩαpναpCqq is an equivalence.
Now with the stipulated filtrations the map ναC is a filtered retract of the map ΩαpναCq which
is a filtered weak equivalence. 
This also allows us to prove that α-weak equivalences are contained in the class of quasi-
isomorphisns as in [Val14] Proposition 2.5.
Proposition 4.26. If f : C Ñ D is an α-weak equivalence in coAlg |K|,α´admC . Then it is a quasi-
isomorphism of the underlying complexes.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
C
f

νC // BαΩαC
BαΩαf

D
νD // BαΩαD
The top, bottom, and right-hand maps are quasi-isomorphisms by Proposition 4.14 and Proposition
4.25. Therefore f is a quasi-isomorphism. 
As in [Val14] Theorem 2.6 (1) we have the following.
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Proposition 4.27. Let A P Alg |K|P . The counit αpAq : ΩαBαAÑ A is an α-weak equivalence
Proof. After forgetting differentials, the underlying graded object of ΩαBαA is P ˝C ˝A. We filter
it by
FnΩαBαA “
ÿ
kě1,n1`...`nkďn
pPqpkq bΣk pFn1CpAq b . . .b FnkCpAqq
This induces a filtration of the chain complex ΩαBαA. We regard A as a filtered algebra with
the constant filtration. The counit is a morphism of filtered complexes. Consider the composite
associated graded map
AÑ pgrpPq ˝grpαq grpCqq ˝AÑ A
The composite is the identity. The map AÑ pgrpPq˝grpαqgrpCqq˝A is an equivalence since pP˝αCq is
equivalent to I and A isK-flat. By the two-out-of-three property, the map pgrpPq˝grpαqgrpCqq˝AÑ
A is an equivalence, which completes the proof. 
Being an equivalence of categories, the functor Bα preserves sifted colimits. When M is a Koszul
category and P is a rectifiably admissible operad, we saw that the category AlgPpMq is generated
under sifted colimits by free algebras on cofibrant objects. Thus computing Bα essentially reduces
to computing what it does to free algebras. Let V be a K-flat object of M . Consider the trivial
C-algebra structure on V given by C ˝ V – pC ˝ V q ‘ I ˝ V Ñ V . It is a filtered C-coaglebra when
we equip V with the trivial filtration, i.e. for each n FnV “ V . This gives a functorial construction
trC : M Ñ coAlg |K
f |,α´adm
C .
Proposition 4.28. There is a natural transformation of functors, which is an object-wise weak
equivalence,
Bα ˝ FreePp´q Ñ trC
Proof. The map C ˝α P Ñ I induces a map of C-coalgebras Bα ˝ FreePpV q Ñ trCpV q which is
natural in V . By the Koszul condition this is an equivalence. 
4.5. Factorisation in coAlg |c
f |,α´adm
C and the Model Structure. By Theorem 4.23 we have an
abstract equivalence of p8, 1q-categories. However in order to be able to do computations it would
be convenient to have some sort of factorisation property for morphisms. We will need the following
assumptions.
Assumptions 4.29. Let D P coAlg |cf |C -and p : A  ΩαD be a fibration of P-algebras where
A P Alg |c|P . Then in the following pullback diagram
BαAˆBαΩαD D
j

// D
ναD

BαA
Bαp // BαΩαD
the map j is an α-weak equivalence, and an admissible monomorphism and BαA ˆBαΩαD D P
coAlg |c
f |
C
The underlying graded map of BαA Ñ BαΩαD is cofree, so by a dual argument to [Spi01]
Proposition 4.5 we can give an explicit description of the map j. Using this we expect to be able
to prove the following.
Conjecture 4.30. Let E be a monoidal AdMon-elementary exact category. Then for any twisting
morphism α : CÑ P with C being cofibrant in Mod Σ, Assumption 4.29 holds.
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As we shall see later there are many interesting examples in which this assumption condition
doesn’t hold, therefore we do not assume it in general.
For the moment we have it at least in the following important circumstance. Our proof is similar
to the proof of Lemma B.1 in [Val14].
Proposition 4.31. Let M be hereditary Koszul. The twisting morphism κ : ScbH coCommnu Ñ Lie
satisfies Assumption 4.29
Proof. Let us begin by forgetting the differentials. Consider the exact sequence of Lie algebras
0 // K // // A // // ΩαD “ LpDq // 0
It splits in the category of graded Lie algebras since the underlying graded Lie algebra is free on
a cofibrant object. As graded Lie algebras we therefore get an isomorphism A – K ‘ LpDq. We
can turn this into an isomorphism of dg-Lie algebras when we equip the right-hand side with the
differential given by the sum of the differentials:
dK : K Ñ K, dΩκD : LpDq Ñ LpDq, d1 : LpDq Ñ K
The underlying graded coalgebra of BαA is just the cofree coalgebra on A, we get isomorphisms
BκA – BκK ˆBκΩκD
and
BκAˆBκΩκD D – BκK ˆD
where both have additional differentials coming from d1. Equip K with the constant filtration
FiK “ K for all 0 ď i ď 8, ΩκD with the filtration
FnΩκD “
ÿ
k`n1`...`nkďn
Liepkq bΣk Fn1D b . . .b FnkD
and A with the direct sum filtration. Note that these are filtrations of algebras. Moreover the
differential on A preserves this filtration. We claim that d1 lowers the filtration. Indeed it suffices
to show that d1|F0ΩκD “ 0. But F0ΩκD “ 0. Now consider the filtrations on BκA and BκK induced
by the ones on A and K respectively, and the tensor product filtration on BκK bD. The product
of any two cocommutative coalgebras C and D is pC‘D‘CbDqr´1s. By Corollary 4.25 the map
ναD : D Ñ BαΩαD is a filtered quasi-isomorphism for the filtrations stipulated in the statement
of the Corollary. Since the filtrations on BκK, Lie, and coCommnu arise from gradings, and M is
Q-Koszul, with this filtration BκKbD is in coAlg |cf |,α´admcoCommnu . Also grpjq “ grpIdbνκDq. Now BαK
is filtered cofibrant. Therefore id b ναD is a filtered weak equivalence. Therefore by Proposition
4.14 j is an α-weak equivalence. 
With the technology developed above much of the proof of Vallette’s Theorem 2.1 1) works in
our setup, as we show below.
Theorem 4.32. Let α : C Ñ P be Koszul. Suppose that Assumption 4.29 holds. Then in
coAlg |c
f |,α´adm
C every morphism can be factored into an admissible monomorphism followed by
an α-acyclic fibration, or an admissible monomorphism which is α-acyclic followed by a fibra-
tion. If in addition Assumption 4.29 holds, M is elementary, and every object in M is cofibrant,
then the α-weak equivalences, α-fibrations, and α-cofibrations define a model category structure on
coAlg |c
f |,α´adm
C .
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Proof of Theorem 4.32. Suppose that f : C Ñ D is a morphism in coAlg |cf |C . In AlgP we get the the
following commutative diagram
ΩαC
Ωαf //
!!
i
!!
ΩαD
A
p
<< <<
where i is a cofibration, p a fibration, and one of them is a quasi-isomorphism. Applying Bα we
get the following commutative diagram.
BαΩαC
BαΩαf //
$$
Bαi
$$
BαΩαD
BαA
Bαp
99 99
and using the universal property we get the following commutative diagram
BαΩαC BαΩαD
BαA
C D
BαAˆBαΩαD D
BαΩαf
Bαi
Bαp
ναC
f
i˜
ναD
p˜
We first show that i˜ is an admissible monomorphism and p˜ is a fibration. p˜ is a fibration since
it is the pullback of Bαp, which is a fibration by Proposition 4.16. The map Bαi ˝ ναC is given
by the composite PpiCq ˝ ∆C where iC is the restriction of i to C. It is clearly an admissible
monomorphism. The composition Bαi ˝ ναC is an admissible monomorphism. Hence i˜ is as well.
Suppose that i is a weak equivalence. Then Bαi is a weak equivalence by Proposition 4.14. By
Assumption 4.29 the map BαAˆBαΩαD D Ñ BαA is a weak equivalence. By the two-out-of-three
property i˜ is a weak-equivalence. A similar proof shows that p˜ is a weak equivalence assuming p is.
Now suppose Assumption 4.29 is satisfied, M is elementary, and every object of M is cofibrant. We
claim that i˜ is a strict cofibration. Since M is elementary and every object of M is cofibrant, every
admissible monomorphism splits. This it suffices to prove that i˜ is an admissible monomorphism.
Now ναC is split monomorphism, and hence admissible. Since i is a cofibration in Alg
|c|
P , Bαpiq is
a strict cofibration and hence a n admissiblemonomorphism.
Therefore Bαi˝ναC “ j ˝ i˜ is a split monomorphism. Hence i˜ is a split monomorphism. Thus we
get the factorisation axioms for a model category. It remains to prove the lifting property. Consider
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the following commutative diagram in coAlg |c
f |,α´adm
C
E
c

// C
f

F
α
>>
// D
where c is a cofibration and f is a fibration. The right lifting property for fibrations against acyclic
cofibrations is built into the definition of fibration. Thus it remains to check the right lifting
property for acyclic fibrations against cofibrations c. We may assume that c is a strict cofibration.
We suppose now that f is a weak equivalence. By the previous part of the proof we may factor f
as p˜˝ i˜ where i˜ is a strict cofibration, p˜ is a fibration, and by the 2-out-of-3 property, both are weak
equivalences. Again by the definition of fibration, there is a lift in the following diagram
C
i˜

idC // C
f

BαAˆBαΩαD D
r
88
p˜ // // D
It therefore remains to find a lift in the diagram
E
c

// BαAˆBαΩαD D
p˜

F
88
// D
By the universal property of the pullback, it is sufficient to find a lift in the diagram
E
c

// BαA
Bαp

F //
;;
BαΩαD
By adjunction we can instead consider the diagram
ΩαE
Ωαc

// A
p

F //
99
BαΩαD
By Proposition 4.14 Ωαc is a cofibration, and by assumption p is an acyclic fibration. Using the
model category structure on AlgP gives the required lifting. 
4.6. Connective Koszul Duality. Classically [Qui69] Koszul duality was formulated for bounded
complexes of Q-vector spaces. In this section we consider bounded Koszul duality in the more
general setting of connective Koszul categories. Let P be a non-negatively graded operad, and C a
non-negatively graded co-operad.
Definition 4.33. An object C of coAlg pCqtop is said to be connected if C is concentrated in positive
degrees.
If C is connected C-coalgebra we define the connected filtration on ΩαpCq as follows. We set
FpΩαC “
à
ně´p
Ppnq bΣn |C|bnfilt
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For n P Z we denote by coAlg |Kf |,α´adm,ěnC the full subcategory of coAlg |K
f |,α´adm
C whose under-
lying complexes are concentrated in degrees ě n. We also denote by AlgěnP denote the category of
P-algebras concentrated in degrees ě n. These are both relative categories in the obvious way
Proposition 4.34. Suppose that f : C Ñ D is a map of connected cofibrant pCqtop-coalgebras, that
α|Cp1q vanishes, and that f is a quasi-isomorphism. Then Ωαpfq is a weak equivalence.
Proof. We adapt the proof of [LV12] Lemma 11.2.3. Consider the connected filtration on C and
D. The condition that α|Cp1q vanishes ensures that dα lowers the filtration. The filtration is clearly
bounded. Moreover grpΩαfq “ Ppfq, which is a weak equivalence. 
Let α : CÑ P be a Koszul morphism.
Bα : coAlgěnC Õ Alg
ěn
P :Ωα
which restricts to an adjunction
Bα : coAlg
|Kf |,α´adm,ěn
C Õ Alg
|K|,α´adm,ěn
P :Ωα
Theorem 4.35. Let M be a strong Koszul category. The adjunction
Bα : coAlg
|Kf |,α´adm,ěn
C Õ Alg
|K|,α´adm,ěn
P :Ωα
induces an adjoint equivalence of p8, 1q-categories.
Bα : coAlg
|Kf |,α´adm,ěn
C Õ Alg
ěn
P :Ωα
Moreover coAlg|K
f |,α´adm,ěn
C is the localisation of coAlg
|Kf |,α´adm,ěn
C at the class of quasi-isomorphisms.
Finally if M satisfies Assumption 4.29 then every morphism in coAlg |K
f |,α´adm,ěn
C factors as an
admissible monomorphism which is a weak equivalence followed by an α-fibration. If α satisfies As-
sumption 4.29, every object in M is cofibrant, and M is elementary, then there is a model structure
on coAlg |c
f |,α´adm,ěn
C
Proof. The first claim is clear, and the second follows immediately from Proposition Proposi-
tion 4.34. For the final two claims all that remains to observe is that coAlg |K
f |,α´adm,ěn
C (resp.
coAlg |c
f |,α´adm,ěn
C ) is closed under the factorisation procedure in coAlg
|Kf |
C (resp. coAlg
|cf |
C ). 
Applied to the twisting morphism κ : Sc bH coCommnu Ñ Lie in the case E “ kVect for k a
field of characteristic 0, this recovers the famous result of Quillen [Qui69]. Indeed suppose M is
elementary and every object in M is cofibrant.
There is a model category structure on coAlg |cf |,α´adm,ěr`1 such that the bar-cobar adjunction
induces a Quillen equivalence.
Ωκ : coAlg
|cf |,α´adm,ěr
ScbH coCommnu Õ Alg
|c|,ěr
Lie Bκ
Consider the model category structure on Ωκ :coAlg
|cf |,α´adm,ěr`1
coCommnu induced by the equivalence
r1s : coAlg |cf |,α´adm,ěrScbH coCommnu Ñ ΩκcoAlg
|cf |,α´adm,ěr`1
coCommnu
There is then a Quillen equivalence
Ωκ ˝ r´1s: coAlg |cf |,α´adm,ěr`1coCommnu Õ Alg |c|,ěrLie :r1s ˝Bκ
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5. Operadic Koszul Duality
In this section we fix a Koszul twisting morphism α : CÑ P in a Koszul category M . We shall
assume that M is closed Koszul, i.e. that M is a closed monoidal model category. We are going to
consider the functor
Cˆα : AlgPpM q Ñ AlgScbHC_pM q
defined in Section 1, which is given by the composition r´1s ˝ p´q_ ˝Bα.
5.1. Operadic Koszul Categories and Morphisms. For the functor Cˆα to have nice properties
we need some assumptions on both M and α.
Definition 5.1. A closed Koszul category M is said to be operadic if any cofibrant object X is
finitely K-cotorsion and the functor
ś
nPN0 preserves weak equivalences.
Example 5.2. Let M be an elementary Koszul category which is closed. Then M is operadic.
Indeed in an exact category with enough projectives filtered projective limits are exact by the proof
of Proposition 2.16. It remains to check that cofibrant objects are finitely K-cotorsion. However in
a closed monoidal model category the map HompC,F q Ñ RHompC,F q is an equivalence whenever
C is cofibrant and F fibrant. In an elementary Koszul category every object is fibrant.
Definition 5.3. A Koszul morphism α : CÑ P is said to be operadic if pScbCq_ is a rectifiably
admissible operad.
From now on M will be an operadic Koszul category and α : CÑ P will be an operadic Koszul
morphism.
Proposition 5.4. Let M be an operadic Koszul category and α : C Ñ P an operadic Koszul
morphism. Then the functor p´q_ : coAlgC Ñ pAlgC_qop induces a functor of p8, 1q-categories
p´q_ : coAlg|Kf |,α´admC pM q Ñ AlgC_pM qop
By Theorem 4.14 and Section 2.3 there is an induced functor of p8, 1q-categories
Cˆα : AlgP Ñ AlgScbHC_
We are going to prove the following. The approach is a generalisation of [Lur09a] Proposition
2.2.12.
Theorem 5.5. The functor Cˆα : AlgP Ñ pAlgScbHC_qop admits a right adjoint Dα
Proof. Using Lurie’s p8, 1q-adjoint functor theorem and noting that AlgP is locally presentable, we
need to show that Cˆα preserves colimits. Since the functor | ´ | : Alg_ScbHC_ ÑM is conservative,
and preserves and reflects limits, and preserves sifted colimits by Section 3.2.1, it suffices to show
that |´|˝Cˆα : AlgP Ñ pMqop preserves colimits. Let us first show that it preserves sifted colimits.
Now we have a commutative diagram
AlgP
Bα

Bα // coAlg|K
f |,α´adm
C
p´q_ // pAlgScbHC_qop
|´|

coAlg|K
f |,α´adm
C
|´| //M
p´q_ // pMqop
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and both compositions are equal to Cˆα. The functor p´q_ : M Ñ pMqop is a left adjoint so it
preserves all colimits. Therefore we reduce to showing that | ´ | ˝ Bα preserves sifted colimits.
There is a factorisation of | ´ | ˝Bα
AlgP
Bα// coAlg|K
f |,α´adm
C
p´qtop // FiltpMq p´qtop //M
where p´qtop is the forgetful functor. The functor p´qtop is colimit preserving. Therefore it remains
to show that | ´ | ˝ p´qtop ˝ Bα preserves colimits. Now | ´ | ˝ p´q0 ˝ p´qtop ˝ Bα “ | ´ | which
preserve sifted colimits. By Proposition 2.50 we finally reduce to showing that the composition
gr ˝ p´qtop ˝ | ´ | ˝Bα is colimit preserving. But this functor is equivalent to the composition
AlgP
|´| //M
|´|˝Cp´q//M
All the functors in this composition preserve sifted colimits by Section 3.2.1 so we are done. It
remains to show that Cˆα preserves products. Now by Section 3.2.1 the category AlgP is generated
under sifted colimits by free objects PpV q on cofibrant objects V . Thus it is enough to show that
Cˆα preserves finite coproducts of the form PpV qšPpW q – PpV ‘W q. But
CˆαpPpV qq – pC ˝α PpV qq_ – V _
So if
Pp0q //

PpV q

PpW q // PpV ‘W q
is a coproduct diagram in AlgP then applying Cˆα gives the diagram
V _ ‘W_ //

V _

W_ // 0
which is a product diagram in AlgC_ . 
Since we use the adjoint functor theorem the proof of the existence of Dα is not constructive.
However for Koszul duality between Lie algebras and commutative algebras we will give an inter-
pretation of Dα in terms of the shifted tangent complex.
5.2. Main Example: The Lie Operad. Recall that in the category QVect of vector spaces over
Q there is a Koszul morphism
κ : Sc bH coCommnu Ñ Lie
This follows from the fact, which we will not explore in detail here, that Sc bH coCommnu is the
quadratic dual cooperad of Lie. See [Deh17] Section 2.1 for details. This duality also extends to
monoidal elementary exact categories.
Let us now study this example in greater detail, in particular its relevance to (affine) derived
geometry.
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5.2.1. The Shifted Tangent Complex. Recall the functor L0 : AlgaugCommpM q ÑM defined in section
3.3.1. The tangent complex functor is the composition T0 ..“ p´q_ ˝ L0. We shall abuse
notation and write Dκ : AlgLiepM qop for the composite Dκ ˝ I : AlgaugCommpM q Ñ AlgCommnupM q Ñ
AlgLiepM qop. Here I is the functor involved in the construction of the cotangent complex in Section
3.3.1.
In classical Koszul duality for Lie algebras and commutative algebras the functor
| ´ | ˝Dκ : AlgaugCommpChpVeckqq Ñ AlgLiepChpVeckqqop Ñ ChpVeckq
is equivalent to the shifted tangent complex. We will now see that this works when M is enriched
over Q.
Proposition 5.6. The functor | ´ | ˝ Dκ is naturally equivalent to the shifted tangent complex
functor T0r1s.
Proof. We show that |´ | ˝Dκ and T0r1s are both right adjoint to the same functor. Now |´ | ˝Dκ
is right adjoint to the functor Cˆκ ˝ Liep´q which is equivalent to the functor R ‘ p´q_r´1s. But
this functor is left adjoint to T0r1s. 
Proposition 5.7. After forgetting to M the unit |ηg| : |g| Ñ |Dκ ˝ Cˆκpgq| factors through the map
|g| Ñ Rp|g|q__
Proof. Consider the map Lp|g|q Ñ g. There is a commutative diagram
|g| // |Lp|g|q|

// |Dκ ˝ Cˆκ ˝ Lp|g|q|

|g| |g| // |Dκ ˝ Cˆκpgq|
The top vertical composition is the unit of the composite adjunction
Cˆκ ˝ L: MÕ pAlgaugCommqop :| ´ | ˝Dκ
which is the adjunction
R˙ p´q_r´1s: MÕ pAlgaugCommqop :T0r1s
This can be written as the composition of the adjunctions
p´q_ ˝ r´1s: MÕMop :r1s ˝ p´q_, R˙ p´q: MÕ pAlgCommaugpMqqop :L0
In particular the unit of the composite adjunction factors through the unit of the first adjunction,
which is M Ñ RpMq__. 
Definition 5.8. A Lie algebra g is said to be very passable if it satisfies the following properties.
(1) g is separable.
(2) |g| is finitely K-cotorsion and |g|_ is G-positively graded, where G consists of flat objects.
(3)
(4) For each 0 ď i ă 8, g_i is weakly ℵ1-filtered relative to the class Rbp|g´1|_qbbSymp|g´1|_q.
g is said to be very good if in addition |g| is homotopically reflexive. g is said to be passable
(resp. good) if it is equivalent to a very passable (resp. very good) algebra.
Let us populate the class of very good algebras. Following [Hen15] we define cellular finite Lie
algebras.
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Example 5.9. Say that a Lie algebra g is cellular finite if there is a filtration
0 “ L0 Ñ L1 Ñ . . .Ñ Lm “ g
g “ limÑLn where L0 “ 0, for each 0 ď m ă n there is a pushout diagram
LpRb Smn´1pkpmn qq

// Ln

LpRbDmnpkpmn qq // Ln`1
where mn ď ´1, and for each integer. This is the definition in [Hen15] Definition 1.3.7 of a very
good Lie algebra.. Then R is very passable. Indeed the presentation of g immediately implies that it
is cofibrant, and hence finitely K-cotorsion. Its R-linear dual is of the form
ś
ně1Rpmn r´mns. This
is in fact isomorphic to
À
ně1Rpmn r´mns. The underlying R-module is quasi-free on a bounded
below cofibrant object, and hence is cofibrant. It is also G-non-negatively graded, where G consists
of flat objects. Therefore it is K-flat and (finitely K-cotorsion). If R is cohomologically bounded
as a complex, then g is very good.
Proposition 5.10. If V be a flat object in E, regarded as a complex concentrated in degree 0. Sup-
pose that V is weakly ℵ1-filtered relative to the class RbV bbSympV q. Then SˆRpRbV qbLSRpRbV q
R – SˆRpRb V q bSRpRbV q R – R. Hence in the diagram below
SRpRb V q

// R

SˆRpRb V q // R
is a homotopy pushout. In particular V is decent.
Proof. Consider the Koszul resolution of R from Proposition 4.21,
ScRpRb V r1sq bκ SRpRb V q Ñ R
This is a resolution by a K-flat object. Moreover regarding R as a graded object concentrated in
degree 0, and with the tensor product grading induced from the gradings on ScRpR b V r1sq and
SRpRb V q, this is a graded equivalence. Tensoring with SˆRpRb V q gives the complex
ScRpRb V r1sq bκ SˆRpRb V q
We want to show that the map ScRpR b V r1sq bκ SˆRpR b V q Ñ R is an equivalence. By the ℵ1-
filtered assumptions, each graded piece of ScRpRb V q is ℵ1-filtered relative to Rb V b b SympV q.
Therefore
ScRpRb V r1sq bκ SˆRpRb V q –
8ź
n“0
pScRpRb V r1sq bκ SRpRb V qqn
Since countable products are exact, the map
ś8
n“0pScRpR b V r1sq bκ SRpR b V qqn Ñ R is an
equivalence, and we’re done. 
Recall the subalgebra Cκpgq Ñ Cˆκpgq considered in Proposition 1.43 for g separable. By Propo-
sition 5.10, Propsotion 3.39 and Proposition 3.34 we get the following.
Corollary 5.11. Let g be very passable. The map Sˆpg_´1qbLSpg_´1qCκpgq Ñ Cˆκpgq is an equivalence.
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The abstract machinery we have set up allows us to generalise Lurie’s [Lur09a] Lemma 2.3.5 and
its proof.
Theorem 5.12. Let M be an elementary Koszul category. If g is passable then the map Rp|g|q__ Ñ
|Dκ ˝ Cˆκpgq| is an equivalence. In particular if g is good then the unit is an equivalence
Proof. Suppose that g is passable. Without loss of generality we may assume that g is very passable.
It suffices to show that the map of complexes Rp|g|q__ Ñ T0pCˆpgqqr1s is an equivalence. The proof
of Proposition 5.7 shows that this is obtained from the map
L0pCˆκpgqq Ñ |g_|r´1s
by applying RHomp´, Rq, so it suffices to show that this map is an equivalence. By Proposition
5.11 we have a an equivalence L
Sˆpg_´1q
L
Spg_´1q
bL
Sˆpg_´1q
Cˆκpg_´1q – LCˆκpgqLCκpgq. In particular it suffices
to show that
L0pCκpgqq Ñ |g_|r´1s
is an equivalence. This follows from Proposition 3.31. 
6. Examples, Applications, and Further Directions
6.1. Algebraic Koszul Duality. Let R be any differentially graded ring in ChpAbq, and let
α : CÑ P be a Koszul morphism. There is an equivalence of categories
coAlg|K
f |,α´adm
C pRMod q – AlgPpRMod q
Suppose now that R “ R0 is concentrated in degree 0 and is a von Neumann regular ring (for
example a field or, more generally, a semisimple ring). Then every object of ChpRMod q is K-flat
and every monomorphism is pure. Moreover since RMod is abelian the conditions of Proposition
2.43 are always satisfied. In particular the categories coAlg conilpCqtop and coAlg
|Kf |,α´adm
C coincide. There
is therefore an equivalence of categories
coAlgconilpCqtoppRMod q – AlgPpRMod q
Equip ChpRMod q with projective model structure, so that it is an elementary Koszul category.
For R “ R0 a field every object is cofibrant and according to Lemma B.1 in [Val14] every Koszul
morphism satisfies Assumption 4.29. Thus in this case the equivalence of p8, 1q-categories arises
from a Quillen equivalence
Ωα : coAlg conilpCqtoppRMod qÕ AlgPpRMod q :Bα
which is Theorem 2.1 (1) and (2) of [Val14].
Let R0 contain Q, and consider the Koszul morphism κ : Sc bH coCommnu Ñ Lie. Suppose
that R is cohomologically bounded. As we have mentioned, the cellular finite Lie algebras from
Example 5.9 in this case include the very good algebras of [Hen15]. Since R0 is not required to be
Noetherian, Theorem 5.12 in fact generalises [Hen15] Lemma 1.4.12.
If R “ R0 “ k is a field, then if g is concentrated in negative degrees and each gn is free of
finite rank, g is very good. Indeed in these cases any complex of free objects of finite rank is split.
In particular it is a coproduct of objects of the form Snpkmq and Drpksq, so it is cofibrant. This
recovers Lurie’s conditions in Lemma 2.3.5 of [Lur09a].
6.2. Geometric Examples.
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6.2.1. Sheaves on Spaces. Let X be a topological space and let OX be a sheaf of rings on X . By
[Gil06], when equipped with the flat model structure, OXMod is a pre-Koszul category. Thus we
get an equivalence of p8, 1q-categories.
coAlg|K
f |,α´adm
C pChpOXMod qq – AlgPpChpOXMod qq
Now flatness is a local condition. Therefore if OX is locally von Neumann regular (for example
if OX is the constant sheaf associated to a field), every object in ChpOXMod q is cofibrant.
Once again we get an equivalence of p8, 1q-categories
coAlgconilpCqtoppRMod q – AlgPpRMod q
where coAlgconilpCqtoppRMod q is localisation of the entire category of conilpotent pCqtop-coalgebras.
6.2.2. Quasi-coherent Sheaves on Stacks. Let X be an Artin stack with enough flat objects (for
example if X is geometric), and let OX be its structure sheaf. By Theorem 8.1 in [Est14], QCohpX q
is a pre-Koszul category. Therefore there is an equivalence of p8, 1q-categories.
coAlg|K
f |,α´adm
C pQCohpX qq – AlgPpQCohpX qq
6.3. Analytic Koszul Duality. Every category considered thus far has been abelian. Let us
consider some quasi-abelian examples Let k be a Banach ring, and let E denote either IndpBankq
the formal completion of Bank by inductive limits, or its full subcategory CBornk of complete
bornological spaces over k. For details about these monoidal elementary quasi-abelian categories
see [BBK13], [BBB16], [Bam14], and [Kel18]. Since E is monoidal elementary quasi-abelian, it
is pre-Koszul. For R P AlgCommpChpEq let M “ RMod . Once more we get an equivalence ofp8, 1q-categories
coAlg|K
f |,α´adm
C pM q – AlgPpM q
Now suppose that R “ k contains Q, and consider the Koszul morphism κ : ScbH coCommnu Ñ Lie.
Let g P AlgLiepM q be concentrated in negative degrees, and suppose that |g|n is a bornological
nuclear Fréchet space for each n P Z. We will show that g is very passable, and give conditions
such that it is very good.
Proposition 6.1. Let F be a bornological dual nuclear Fréchet space.
(1) F is finitely K cotorsion.
(2) F is reflexive.
(3) F_ is ℵ1-filtered relative to the class of bornological nuclear Fréchet spaces.
(4) F_ is nuclear.
Proof. The first claim follows from Proposition 2.12. in [PS00]. Let E be a nuclear Fréchet space
such that F “ pE_qb. By Proposition 1.13 in [PS00] we have
F_ “ HomCBornkppE_qb, kq “ pHomTcpE, kqqb – Eb
Since E is a nuclear Fréchet space, Eb is a nuclear bornological Fréchet space. The third claim is a
consequence of Corollary 3.65 in [BBBK18]. Moreover, again using Proposition 1.13 in [PS00] we
once more have F_ “ pE_qb “ pE__qb “ pEqb “ F , using the fact that nuclear Fréchet spaces are
reflexive. 
Proposition 6.2. Let E be an elementary exact category and X‚ a complex in ChpEq such that
for sufficiently negative n ZnX Ñ Xn is an admissible morphism, and both Bn “ Impdnq and Xn
are O-cotorsion for all n, then X‚ is O-K-cotorsion.
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Proof. We know the claim holds for bounded complexes by Proposition 2.14. Since E has enough
projectives, projective limits in which connecting morphisms are admissible epimorphisms (Mittag-
Leffler systems) are exact. Indeed we may test exactness by passing to abelian groups using
HompP,´q for P projective, and these send our projective systems to Mittag-Leffler systems. Now
we write X‚ “ limÑτěnX‚. Then HompX‚, Oq – limÐHompτěnX‚, Oq. Each HompτěnX‚, Oq
is acyclic by the first part. Now by the long exact sequence ([Büh10] Section 12) each ZnX is
O-cotorsion, and the sequence
0 Ñ HompBn, Oq Ñ HompXn, Oq Ñ HompZn, Oq Ñ 0
is short exact. Therefore the system limÐHompτěnX‚, Oq is a Mittag-Leffler system. Moreover in
an elementary exact category we have
RHomplimÑτěnX‚, kq – RlimÐRHompτěnX‚, kq – limÐHompτěnX‚, kq
where the last line follows from the fact that the projective system is Mittag-Leffler, and each
τěnX‚ is finitely O-K-cotorsion. 
Corollary 6.3. Let F‚ be a complex of dual nuclear Fréchet spaces. Then F‚ is finitely K-cotorsion
and K-flat, and F_‚ is K-flat.
Proposition 6.4. Let k be a spherically complete Banach field and let E be a Banach space. Then
E is finitely K-cotorsion.
Proof. When k is spherically complete it is injective as an object in the category of Banach spaces
over k. Let P‚ Ñ E be a projective resolution of E in IndpBankq. We may assume that each Pi is
a projective Banach space. Since k is an injective Banach space, we have equivalences
HompE, kq – HompP‚, kq – RHompE, kq
as required. 
Definition 6.5. A bornological Fredholm complex over a spherically complete Banach field k
is a complex X‚ in CBornk such that each Xn is a topological bornological space and each map
dn : Xn Ñ Xn´1 has finite dimensional kernel and cokernel.
Proposition 6.6. Let k be spherically complete. A complex X‚ is homotopically reflexive in each
of the following cases.
(1) X‚ is a Fredholm complex which is cohomologically bounded in one direction.
(2) X‚ is equivalent to a bounded complex of reflexive Banach spaces.
Proof. (1) Since the kernel and cokernel of the maps in the complex are finite dimensional, and
k is spherically complete, X‚ is homotopy equivalent to its cohomology, which is a complex
of the form
À
SnpFnq for finite dimensional Banach spaces Fn. Clearly such complexes are
cofibrant, have cofibrant dual, and are reflexive.
(2) This follows from Proposition 6.4 and Proposition 2.16.

As a consequence we get the following.
Theorem 6.7. Let g be a Lie algebra in ChpCBornkq concentrated in negative degrees such that
each |gn| is a dual nuclear Fréchet space. Then the map |g|__ Ñ |Dκ ˝ Cˆκpgq| is an equivalence.
In particular the unit ηg : gÑ Dκ ˝ Cˆκpgq is an equivalence in the following cases.
(1) |g| is a Fredholm complex
(2) |g| is equivalent to a bounded complex of reflexive Banach spaces.
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In future work we expect to be able to use this result to study analytic moduli spaces of instantons.
6.3.1. Non-Archimedean Banach Spaces. Suppose now that R “ k is a non-Archimedean Banach
field. By Lemma 3.49 [BBBK18] every object in CBornnAk is flat. Therefore by Proposition 2.14
every complex in ChpCBornnAk q is K-flat, and every admissible monomorphism is pure. In this
case we get the following result.
Theorem 6.8. The bar-cobar construction induces an equivalence of p8, 1q-categories
Ωα : coAlgconilC pChpCBornnAk qqÕ AlgPpChpCBornnAk qq :Bα
Finally we consider an exact, but not quasi-abelian, example. The wide subcategory BannA,ď1k Ă
BannAk of non-Archimedean Banach spaces consists of maps with norm at most 1. This is a closed
symmetric monoidal quasi-abelian category. However there is another exact structure on this
category, introduced in [Kel18], called the strong exact structure which makes BannA,ď1 into a
monoidal elementary exact category. Yet again we get the familiar equivalence of p8, 1q-categories:
coAlg|K
f |,α´adm
C pChpBanna,ď1k qq – AlgPpChpBanna,ď1k qq
Suppose that k is a spherically complete non-Archimedean Banach field containingQ, and once more
consider the Koszul morphism κ : ScbH coCommnu Ñ Lie. If g P AlgLiepBannA,ď1k q is concentrated
in negative degrees with |gn| being free of finite rank and each dn is admissible, then g is very good.
Therefore the unit ηg : g Ñ Dκ ˝ Cˆκpgq is an equivalence.Suppose that g´1 is n-dimensional. The
underlying space of pBκpgqr´1sq0 is the subspace of the space of formal power series krrt1, . . . , tnss
consisting of power series
ř
IPNn0 aIt
I with the condition |aI | Ñ 0 as |I| Ñ 8. This is a Banach
space with norm ||řIPNn0 aItI || “ maxI |aI |. The coproduct is uniquely determined by ti ÞÑ ti b ti.
6.4. Further Applications. In this final section we suggest further directions which we intend to
pursue.
6.4.1. Non-symmetric Koszul Duality. Let pE ,b, kq be a non-symmetric monoidal additive cate-
gory. All of the definitions of the previous sections have obvious non-symmetric analogues. More-
over by inspecting the proofs of our results so far, it is clear that the symmetric structure does not
play a crucial role in any of them. Therefore analogous results should hold in the non-symmetric
setting.
6.4.2. Coloured and Curved Koszul Duality. There are numerous generalisations of Koszul duality
over fields. Curved Koszul duality [HM12] is a version which works for (co)operads which are
not necessarily (co)augmented. Coloured (co)operads encode algebraic structures which involved
multiple objects, such as (co)operads and Lie-Rinehart algebras. Coloured Koszul duality, also
discussed in [HM12], relates coalgebras over coloured cooperads and algebras over coloured operads.
We expect that both of these stories generalise to exact categories.
6.4.3. Chiral Koszul Duality. Chiral Koszul duality, established in the algebraic case by Francis and
Gaitsgory in their seminal paper [FG12], gives an equivalence between factorisation algebras and
chiral algebras on a complex algebraic variety. A major aspect of their work is that it generalises
the notion of a vertex algebra and the chiral algebras of Beilinson and Drinfeld [BDD04] to higher
dimensions. Hô` has also established some connective versions of chiral Koszul duality. [H1`6]. We
expect to be able to use our work to give a proof of their results using our formalism, which would
also generalise to other rings, and to the analytic/ bornological setting.
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